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ABSTRACT

This report describes the modelling of ductile and cleavage fracture processes by local
approach. It is now well known that the conventional fracture mechanics method based
on single parameter criteria is not adequate to model the fracture processes. It is because
of the existence of effect of size and geometry of flaw, loading type and rate on the
fracture resistance behaviour of any structure. Hence, it is questionable to use same
fracture resistance curves as determined from standard tests in the analysis of real life
components because of existence of all the above effects. So, there is need to have a
method in which the parameters used for the analysis will be true material properties, i.e.
independent of geometry and size. One of the solutions to the above problem is the use of
local approaches. These approaches have been extensively studied and applied to
different materials (including SA333 Gr.6) in this report. Each method has been studied
and reported in a separate section. This report has been divided into five sections.
Section-I gives a brief review of the fundamentals of fracture process. Section-II deals
with modelling of ductile fracture by locally uncoupled type of models. In this section,
the critical cavity growth parameters of the different models have been determined for the
primary heat transport (PHT) piping material of Indian pressurised heavy water reactor
(PHWR). A comparative study has been done among different models. The dependency
of the critical parameters on stress triaxiality factor has also been studied, tt is observed
that Rice and Tracey's model is the most suitable one. But, its parameters are not fully
independent of triaxiality factor. For this purpose, a modification to Rice and Tracey's
model is suggested in Section-Ill. This suggestion is based on experimental observation
of relationship between fracture strain and triaxiality in notched tensile specimens.
Section-IV deals with modelling of ductile fracture process by locally coupled type of
models. Here, the modified Gurson-Tvergaard-Needleman's model has been adopted. An
in-house damage mechanics code "MADAM" has been developed based on this
formulation. Section-V deals with modelling of cleavage fracture process by Beremin's
model, which is based on Weibull's statistical distribution.

Key Words:- Local approach, ductile fracture, void nucleation, growth, and coalescence,
SA 333 gr.6 steel, inclusion, second phase particles, notched tensile test, cavity growth
model, stress triaxiality, critical parameter, damage mechanics, Gurson model, constraint.
Cleavage fracture, Beremin's model, Weibull statistics, Maximum likelihood method.
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SUMMARY

Fracture is defined as separation or fragmentation of body into two or more parts under
the action of stress. Fracture can occur under all service conditions. Material subjected to
alternating or cyclic loading fail due to fatigue. The fracture in such circumstances is
called fatigue fracture. Material used at high temperature can fail due to creep rupture.
The fracture process can be divided into two general categories, i.e. ductile and brittle
fracture.

1. Ductile:- It is characterised by appreciable amount of plastic deformation prior to and
during propagation of crack.

2. Brittle:- It is characterised by a rapid rate of crack propagation, with no gross plastic
deformation and very little micro-deformation.

This report describes the modelling of ductile and cleavage fracture processes by local
approach. It has been divided into five sections'. Section-I gives a brief review of the
fundamentals of fracture process. Section-I I deals with modelling of ductile fracture by
locally uncoupled type of models. In this section, the critical cavity growth parameters of
the different models have been determined for the primary heat transport (PHT) piping
material of Indian pressurised heavy water reactor (PHWR). A comparative study has
been done among different models. The dependency of the critical parameters on stress
triaxiality factor has also been studied. It has been studied by conducting notched tensile
tests of different notch root radii. It is observed that Rice and Tracey's model is the most
suitable one. But, its parameters is not fully independent of triaxiality factor. For this
purpose, a modification to Rice and Tracey's model is suggested in Section-Ill. This
suggestion is based on experimental observation of relationship between fracture strain
and triaxiality in notched tensile specimens. Section-IV deals with modelling of ductile
fracture process by locally coupled type of models. Here, the modified Gurson-
Tvergaard-Needleman's model has been adopted. An in-house damage mechanics code
"MADAM" has been developed based on this formulation. Section-V deals with
modelling of cleavage fracture process by Beremin's model which is based on WeibulPs
statistical distribution. Summary of each of the sections is given below.

Section-I (A):- Fundamentals of Ductile fracture Process

In any engineering material, a number of microscopic voids are present initially in the
metal matrix. These voids may be present due to the manufacturing process of the
material itself or these may nucleate from the inclusions and second phase particles. The
ductile fracture is a process, which consists of nucleation, growth, and coalescence of
these microscopic voids. The void coalescence leads to stable crack growth by merging
of voids in the material. The first step in the ductile fracture of a material is the formation
of voids at inclusions or defects in the matrix. Void nucleation may arise from either
particle cracking or by interfacial decohesion. Voids may also be formed by pipe-up of

1 Important Note:- All the sections (i.e. Section-I to V) in this report are independent and
complete in themselves. The figures of each section are placed at the end of each section and
numbered consecutively for that section only. So figure numbers of one section may not be
confitsed with figure numbers of other sections.



dislocations at highly disordered grain boundaries or other irregularities in the material.
In the first instance, the particle cracks and thereby separates itself from the matrix,
leaving a void. In the later situation, the particle and matrix separate at their interface
without any cracking of the particle. Once formed, the voids grow under the applied
loads. In general, the voids elongate mostly in the direction of maximum principal stress.
Sometimes this may not be the case, because local stress and strain fields may be affected
by the proximity of other defects. The rate at which any particular void grows, depends
on the proximity of other defects, the applied loads, and the size and shape of the void.
While void growth proceeds, ligaments between voids, or between a void and a crack tip,
starts shrinking and so the stresses in the ligaments start increasing. At some point,
stresses in the ligament become high to the point where an unstable necking (intervoid
necking) of the ligament takes place. This leads to the merging of the two voids (or void
with an existing crack). This phenomenon, i.e. void coalescence is synonymous with
stable crack growth. The stress state is an important factor in determining the nature of
fracture process. In particular, stress triaxiality plays an important role in governing the
tendency for brittle fracture. Stress triaxiality is a term used to describe the portion of the
stress tensor that is hydrostatic. A stress state with a high triaxiality approaches to
completely hydrostatic stress state. With lower triaxiality stress states, the deviatoric
stress components are more significant compared to the hydrostatic stress. Near the
center of a necking tension specimen, there is a high stress triaxiality because of the
constraint of the surrounding material. The high triaxiality promotes higher void growth
near the centre of the tensile specimen, and, with continued deformation, they grow and
link together to form a macroscopic penny shaped crack with a fibrous, flat fracture
surface. Stress triaxiality is related to another concept, called constraint. When the notch
root radius of the notched tensile specimen decreases, the constraint increases near notch
root. So the stress triaxility increases and hence for smaller notch root radius, void
formation and subsequent crack occurs first near the notch root. Due to high constraint,
the load carrying capacity of the material increases and hence as the root radius
decreases, the load vs AD (diametral contraction) curve of the notched tensile specimens
falls above the corresponding curve of the specimen having higher notch root radius.

Section-I (B): Fundamentals of Cleavage Fracture process

Cleavage fracture in ferritic steels usually occurs by unstable micro-cracks initiated at
brittle second phase inclusions. Due to the scatter in such factors such as size, orientation
and shape of such inclusions, and the non-uniform stress field around a loaded crack tip,
the event of cleavage fracture has a statistical nature. Therefore, the mechanical
properties are not expressible by a single number, but instead in terms of probability of
failure at a given stress. An important consequence of statistical behaviour is that the
strength of brittle solids shows a pronounced size effect in which the strength decreases
with increasing size or volume of the specimen. The manifestations of the size effects are
the results of the fact that the strength of brittle material is controlled by the stress at the
root of its most dangerous crack (usually the longest crack). As the specimen size
decreases, there is less likelihood of finding large crack, and hence the strength increases.
A statistical theory of brittle fracture assumes that the specimen is divided into many
volume elements, each containing a single crack. The usual simplifying assumption is



that there is no interaction between the cracks in the different volume elements. The
strength of the specimen is determined by the element with the longest crack, because
this results in the lowest value of fracture stress. Therefore, the brittle fracture strength is
determined, not by the average value of the distribution of flaws, but by the single-most
dangerous flaw. This concept of brittle fracture is called the weakest-link concept since it
uses a model in which the flaws are arranged in a series like the links of a chain. The
strength of the chain is decided by the strength of the weakest link in the chain.

Disadvantages of Conventional Fracture Mechanics

Some of the major problems the structural engineers have to cope with in fracture
analysis are, material characterisation (i.e. generation of adequate data from specimen
testing) and transferring of fracture mechanics material data to the structural analysis of
components. As a matter of fact, the generation of material data is expensive and time
consuming. For example, the determination of J-Resistance curves is still a cumbersome
task. Also the existing material data often do not correspond to the specific application
(i.e., in reference to temperature, strain rate, irradiation, ageing and so forth), and hence
extrapolations are necessary, which may not represent the actual material behaviour.
Hence, the transferring of fracture mechanics data to real life components may be
questionable, especially if complex situations are involved, including heterogeneous
materials, residual stresses, thermo-mechanical loadings, historical effects, different
states of stress triaxiality at the crack tip, constraint effects and many other factors.
Another important phenomenon is the existence of geometry effects on fracture
characteristic measurements especially when the material of the specimen has very high
ductility and fracture toughness. These geometry effects on cracked specimens are clearly
observed for numerous materials for which the single parameter approach is not sufficient
to characterise the near fully yielded crack tip states. To overcome these difficulties,
several approaches on fracture mechanics have been developed. On the one hand, fracture
is predicted from purely mechanical point of view and is treated in terms of two
parameter criteria i.e. J-Q and K-T criteria. The first parameter is J-integral, which
quantifies amount of loading and the second parameter quantifies the degree of constraint
ahead of crack tip. On the other hand, local approaches provide an alternative
methodology for fracture analysis of material in which microstructure damage mechanics
are taken into account.

Local Approach in Fracture Mechanics

There exist several models of local approach, which are used to model ductile fracture.
Some of the models incorporate a parameter called void volume fraction T into the
constitutive relationship of the material. This takes into account the softening effect due
to the accumulation of voids in the material. Here, a function, which describes the
processes of nucleation, growth and coalescence of voids, is defined and is incorporated
into the constitutive equation of the formulation. These types of models are called porous
plasticity models or coupled type of models in local approach. These are also known as
micro-mechanical models. Some of the models are Gurson-Tvergaard-Needleman's
model and Rousellier-Seidenfuss models. The other class of models is relatively simple.



Here, the damage variable does not affect the constitutive behaviour of the material. The
damage and material flow (yielding) behaviour are uncoupled. The material is assumed to
follow the von-Mises yield criteria with either isotropic or kinematic hardening. A
damage variable is defined which is a function of local stress and strain in the matrix
material. The local stresses and strains are computed from conventional elasto-plastic
finite element analysis. The damage variable is computed at each gauss point in the finite
element mesh of the structure with respect to increased applied loading. The critical value
of this parameter is determined beforehand from simple tension tests. When the critical
value of the parameter is reached, the ductile fracture is assumed to initiate in the
structure. These types of models are called continuum mechanics models or locally
uncoupled type of models. Some of these models are: Rice andTracey's cavity growth
model, Budiansky and Coll.'s model, Tai and Yang's model, modified Tai and Yang's
model, Lamaitre's model, and Hancock-Mackenzie-Gunawardena's model etc. The flow
chart of the steps followed in fracture mechanics analysis by local approach is shown in
the Fig. SI below. \

Obtain reference
Experimental data

Estimate initial
model parameters

JL
Metaliographic
Observations

Finite Element analysis
Of reference tests

] Gurson's model

Rice and Tracey (Ductil:)
Beremin's model

Check model
Parameters

(Cleavage)

Predict structural!
Behaviour

Good
Comparison

Calculate and compare
Predicted fracture behaviour
With reference test data

Poor
Comparison

Fig. SI:- Flow Chart of the basic steps in Local approach of Fracture Mechanics

Seetion-II: Modelling of Ductile Fracture by Local approach (Uncoupled type of
models)

The local approach (uncoupled type) is particularly based on a combination of the
following.



(a) The computation of local stress and strain in the highly stressed part of a component
or a structure and

(b) Physical fracture models corresponding to various mechanisms; i.e. cleavage, ductile
fracture, creep, and so forth.

In this approach, a critical parameter Dc is computed from a conventional relationship
such as:

\
.pi
eq ds pi

eq

This integral is integrated from so(nucleation strain) to enrapture strain). The present
section deals with the ductile fracture characterisation of the material of primary heat
transport system of Indian PHWR using four ductile fracture models based on local
approach. This material exhibits a high degree of ductility and has a very high fracture
toughness. The task involves the determination of critical cavity growth parameters from
the notched tensile tests. First, the tensile properties and the true stress- true strain
relationship of the material was determined from simple tension tests. These material
properties were used in the numerical simulation of Load vs AD (change in diameter)
response of the notched tensile specimens. The effect of stress triaxiality on the fracture
strain of the notched tensile specimens was studied by varying the notch root radius. A
number of notched tensile specimens were tested and the experimental Load vs AD
curves were compared with the numerically predicted curves. The curves were found to
be in good agreement with each other. The rupture strain was determined by measuring
the final diameter of the specimens after fracture and analysing their Load vs AD curves.
For testing the ability of other local approach models to predict ductile fracture initiation
correctly, many other different models are also used. These models describe the manner
in which the cavity growth parameters increase with local stress and strain values. The
parameters (R/Ro), (V/Vo), (Vp), and (VDM) are determined by integration of the
respective integrals of the models. The critical values of these parameters physically
represent the coalescence of voids leading to onset of ductile rupture. All these
parameters were determined for each notched tensile specimen of different notch root
radius.

Section-Ill; Suggested modification to Rice and Tracey's model

In the local approach for modelling ductile fracture process, Rice and Tracey's void
growth model is one of the widely used model. It gives a critical parameter, which
corresponds to the process of void coalescence in the material. It has been observed by
many studies that this critical parameter depends on the state of stress existing ahead of
crack tip. So, the critical parameter can't be used as a true material property to predict
crack initiation in a component of the material. Based on the observed relationship
between experimental crack initiation strain and state of stress in the notched tensile
specimens, a modification has been proposed for the Rice and Tracey's model in the form
of two additional parameters, i.e., qi and qi. The modified Rice and Tracey's integral has
been used to find the new critical parameter and its independency on stress state has been
studied.



Section-IV: Modelling of Ductile Fracture by Local approach (Coupled type of
models)

The influence of crack tip constraint and stress triaxiality on ductile fracture resistance is
of major importance for the assessment of structural integrity in fracture mechanics.
Constraint is a structural feature, which inhibits plastic flow. Du to this, a highly ductile
material may behave like non-ductile material. Local stress triaxiality promotes void
growth on the microscopic level and thus causes damage in the process zone. Global
failure criteria such as J-integral and crack-tip opening displacement (CTOD), has been
widely used to characterise ductile fracture process. However, experimental results give
evidences tha^ these single-parameter criteria do not describe ductile crack growth
satisfactorily, because the specimen size and geometry have a pronounced effect on the
crack resistance curves. One approach to solve this problem is by using concept of
continuum damage mechanics. This approach involves simulation of the macroscopical
failure process by using a constitutive relationship, which incorporates models of
microscopical rupture processes. As a result, these types of models.(also called micro-
mechanical models) are able to describe the physical effect of constraint on the fracture
resistance in a natural way. The major advantage of these models is that initiation and
propagation of crack occur naturally when the local softening due to void growth and
coalescence results in the formation of a region transmitting negligible stresses. It is not
even necessary to assume an initial crack in a specimen or component as is done in
conventional fracture mechanics. Crack initiation and propagation occur when the local
degradation of the material has exceeded some critical value of void volume fraction %'
over a characteristics distance lc. The micro-mechanical parameters required for this
analysis are determined from metallographic study, tensile tests of smooth or notched
bars of the material and comparison of experimental and numerical simulation load vs
AD curves of tensile specimens. The other advantage of these models is that the
corresponding material parameters of ductile fracture can be transferred from specimen
geometric to real life components.

The model used m this study of ductile fracture is based on a modification of von-Mises
yield function and associated flow rules by Gurson and later modified by Tvergaard and
Needleman. The material that has been studied is a German material having designation
DIN StE 460. The aim of this work is to show that the damage parameters, which are
determined from simple tensile tests, can be used for predicting fracture resistance
behaviour of real life components. For this purpose, an in-house finite element code
'MADAM' based on Gurson model has been developed. The analysis of the specimens
has been done by this code. The material parameters have been determined by both
metallographic study and analysis of notched tensile specimens. These parameters have
been used for predicting fracture resistance curve of a C(T) specimen. The results show
very good matching with experimental result. A number of other fracture mechanics
specimens such as, Single Edged Notched Tensile (SENT) (ASTM SE(T)), Double
Edged Notched Tensile (DENT) (ASTM DE(T)), Middle Tension (MT) (ASTM M(T))
and Single Edged Notched Bend (SENB) (ASTM SE(B)) have also been analysed and
their fracture resistance curves determined. The JR curves have been compared with



experimental results wherever available. A comparative study has been done for the level
of constraints existing in different specimen geometries. To show that these parameters
can also be used to analyse a component, a 3-D thin pipe has been analysed and its
fracture resistance curve predicted. This proves the ability of Gurson constitutive model
to address ductile fracture process and also the parameters used in this model are
independent of size, geometry and loading type.

Section-V

Modelling of Cleavage fracture by Local approach (Bereraiit's model)

Based on the above weakest link concept, Beremin first proposed a model, which uses
Weibull's statistics. This model has been used in the present study to model brittle
fracture initiation. For this purpose, a post processor program for Beremin's model has
been written. This program uses the stress data obtained from finite element analysis of
notched tensile specimens. The finite element analysis has been done with help of in-
house code 'THESIS'. First the two parameters of the Weibull model have been
determined. For this purpose, the experimental data of 32 number of notched tensile
specimens at -180°c has been used. The maximum likelihood method was used to
determine these parameters. The material studied was a German steel (22NiMoCr3 7).
The parameters were determined by ranking the specimens with respect to load at
fracture. The variations of the individual experimental load-deflection curves of different
specimens were also taken care of by suitably modifying the input stress-strain curve in
the analysis. This takes care of the scatter of both initiation of cleavage fracture point and
load-deformation path in the analysis. Once the parameters are determined, it has been
used to predict the initiation fracture toughness of a compact tension specimen at the
same temperature. However, these parameters are independent of temperature. With the
help of proper material stress-strain curve, this analysis can be extended to any
temperature and geometry of specimen.
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SECTION!

FUNDAMENTALS OF FRACTURE PROCESSES

Fracture:- It is defined as separation or fragmentation of body into two or more parts
under the action of stress. The process of fracture can be considered to be made up of two
components i.e. crack initiation and crack propagation. Fracture can occur under all
service conditions. Material subjected to alternating or cyclic loading fail due to fatigue.
The fracture in such circumstances is called fatigue fracture. Material used at high
temperature can fail due to creep rupture.

The fracture process can be divided into two general categories, i.e. ductile and brittle
fracture.

3. Ductile:- It is characterised by appreciable amount of plastic deformation prior to and
during propagation df crack.

4. Brittle:- It is characterised by a rapid rate of crack propagation, with no gross plastic
deformation and very little micro-deformation. It is caused by

a) Decreasing temperature
b) Increasing strain rate
c) Triaxial stress condition

BCC and HCP metals are susceptible to brittle fracture because there are very less
number of active slip planes or slip systems for plastic deformation. But FCC metals are
usually ductile because of the presence of large number of active slip systems. If there is
grain boundary embrittlement, then brittle fracture will occur in FCC metals also.

Grain Boundary Embrittlement

If the grain boundaries contain a film of brittle constituent, such as in sensitized austenitic
stainless steel or molybdenum alloys containing oxygen, nitrogen, or carbon, the fracture
will occur in an intergrannular manner due to grain boundary embrittlement. The
precipitates, which are brittle in nature are deposited at the grain boundaries and these
particles crack at the grain boundaries, making the cracks to propagate along grain
boundaries. Intergranular failure can also occur without the presence of a microscopically
visible precipitate at the grain boundaries. Apparently, segregation at the grain
boundaries can lower the surface energy sufficiently to cause intergranular fracture. The
embrittlement produced by addition of antimony to copper and oxygen to iron and the
temper embrittlement of alloy steels are good examples of grain boundary embrittlement.

Ductile fracture:- It can be divided into three categories.

1. Shear failure:- It occurs as result of extensive slip on the active slip planes. It is
characterised by slip on successive basal planes untill the crystal separate by shear (in
case of HCP metals).



2. Complete ductile failure:- Slip occurs in many number of active slip planes in case of
polycrystalline materials untill it is drawn to a point before rupture (It happens in case
of very ductile and pure materials like gold and lead).

3. Cup and cone type failure.- Fracture begins at the centre of the specimens by the
mechanism of void nucleation, growth and coalescence and then failure occurs by
shear separation along the shear planes to form the cup and cone type fracture.

• Voids, which are the basic source of ductile fracture, are nucleated heterogeneously at
sites where compatibility of deformation is difficult. The preferred sites for void
formation are inclusions, second-phase particles, or fine oxide particles in case of less
purity metals. In very high purity metals, where there are no or very less number of
inclusions present, voids usually form by the mechanism of dislocation pile-ups at
highly disordred grain boundaries (also called grain boundary triple points). Void
nucleation can also occur by interaction amo'ng dislocations instead of interaction
with grain boundary, or by interaction among twins. The mechanisms of interaction
among dislocations are also known as jogs and kinks.

Nucleation of crack due to dislocation pile-up

Dislocations frequently pile-up on slip planes at barriers such as grain boundaries, second
phases, inclusions, or sessile dislocations (dislocations which have many branches). The
leading dislocation in the pile-up is acted not only by the applied shear stress, but also by
the interaction force with other dislocations in the pile-up. This leads to a high
concentration of stress on the leading dislocation in the pile-up. When many dislocations
are contained in the pile-up, the stress on the dislocation at the head of the pile-up can
approach the theoretical shear stress of the crystal. This high stress either can initiate
yielding on the other side of the barrier or it can initiate a crack at the barrier.

• The absence of voids on metallographic examination may not be a reliable indicator
of whether void formation has occurred. It is because inclusion and second phase
particles as small as 50 Angstron have been found to nucleate voids. In the tension
test, voids form prior to necking but after a neck is formed and high hydrostatic
tensile stresses develop, the void formation becomes much more prominent.

• Particle shape can have an important influence on ductile fracture. When the particles
are more spherical than plate-like in shape as in spheroidized pearlite, cracking of the
carbides is much more difficult and hence the ductility of the material is more.
Cracking of spheroidized carbides is much more difficult because dislocations in the
ferrite matrix can cross slip around them more easily than for platelike carbides, and
thus avoid buildup of high stresses at the pile-ups. The very fine rounded carbides in
quenched and tempered steels are very resistant to void formation and this accounts
for the good ductility of this material. Also the second phase particles will be
distorted in shape by plastic deformation processes, like rolling. So, it is common to
find that the resistance to ductile fracture varies greatly with orientation in rolled
sheets.

10



Brittle or Cleavage fracture

It is controlled by tensile stress acting normal to the crystallographic cleavage plane.
When the tensile stress is able to break the bond in the cleavage plane, cleavage fracture
occurs. The rise in stress (stress concentration) ahead of the tip of micro-crack occurs due
to the presence of very sharp micro-cracks (because of very limited yielding) in the
material. These micro-cracks are nucleated earlier by different crack nucleation
mechanisms are described below.

Different crack nucleation mechanisms

a) Decohesion of second phase particles and inclusions from the parent matrix.
b) Cracking of second phase particles and inclusions.
c) In case of very pure metals, it occurs by pile-up of dislocations at highly disordered

grain boundaries and other barriers. In metals, a distinct growth stage is observed in
which increased stresses are required to propagate the micro-crack. Thus the fracture
stress <7f is the stress required to propagate micro-cracks.

• Micro-cracks responsible for the brittle-cleavage type fracture are not initially present
in the material, but are produced by the deformation process. The cleavage fracture
consists of three stages.

1. Plastic deformation to produce dislocation pile-ups along their slip planes at an
obstacle.

2. Crack initiation or nucteation at the dislocation pile-ups. It is due to the build-up of
shear stresses at the head of the pile-up.

3. Crack propagates when the stored elastic strain energy at the dislocation pile-up
drives the micro-crack to complete fracture without further dislocation movement in
the pile-up.

• The initiation of micro-cracks can be greatly influenced by the presence and nature of
second phase particles and inclusions. If the second phase particles and inclusions are
coarse and not finely distributed in the matrix, then movement of dislocations will be
readily obstructed by these particles. There will be a lot of planar slip and relatively
large dislocation pile-ups will occur. This will lead to high stresses at the heads of
pile-ups, which lead to easy nucleation of micro-cracks and hence brittle behaviour of
material. However, if the particles are finely distributed and small in size, the slip
distances are greatly reduced and correspondingly, the number of dislocations that
can be sustained in the pile-up is reduced. So, the fine dispersion of particles can lead
to increased toughness of the material.

• Brittle fracture of mild steel:- Here, large micro-cracks observed in ferrite grains are
invariably associated with a fractured carbide particle located somewhere in the grain
or in the grain boundary. The formation of a crack in a carbide particle can initiate
cleavage fracture in the adjacent ferrite matrix if the local stress is sufficiently high.
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• Most brittle fractures occur in a transgranular manner. However, if the grain
boundaries contain a film of brittle constituent, as in sensitized austenitic stainless
steel, the fracture will occur in an intergranular manner. Intergranular failure can also
occur without the presence of a microscopically visible precipitate at the grain
boundaries. Segregation at the grain boundaries can lower the surface energy
sufficiently to cause intergranular failure.

• The character of slip band can also influence the fracture behaviour. Cross slip of
screw dislocations broadens the slip band and makes it more difficult to crack a
particle when the slip band impinges upon the obstacle. Here, micro-crack nucleation
occurs by pile-up of slip bands.

• Cleavage caused by mechanical twins:- Apart from interaction of slip bands and
dislocations, cleavage cracks are also nucleated at mechanical twins. In BCC metals,
twinning is the preferred deformation mechanism at low temperatures and high rates
of deformation because of unavailability of sufficient number of active slip systems.
Important crack initiation sites are the intersections of twins with other twins and the
intersection of twins with grain boundaries. Cleavage of twins occurs most commonly
in large grain size material. The mechanism of mechanical twins is explained below.

Mechanical Twins

The second important mechanism (the first one being slip) by which metals deform is the
process known as twinning. Twinning results when a portion of the crystal takes up an
orientation that is related to the orientation of the rest of the untwinned latice in a
definite, symmetrical way. The twinned portion of the crystal is a mirror image of the
parent crystal. The plane of symmetry between the two portions is called the twinning
plane. Twinning differs from slip in several specific respects. In slip, the orientation of
the crystal above and below the slip plane is same after deformation as before, while
twinning results in an orientation difference across the slip plane. Twins may be produced
by mechanical deformation or as the result of annealing following plastic deformation.
The first type are known as mechanical twins, the latter are called annealing twins.
Mechanical twins are produced in BCC or HCP metals under conditions of rapid rate of
loading (shock loading) and decreased temperature. FCC metals are not ordinarily
considered to deform by mechanical twinning, although gold-silver alloys twin fairly
readily when deformed at low temperature, and mechanical twins have been produced in
copper by tensile deformation at 4 K and by shock loading. Twins can form in a time as
short as few micro-seconds, while for slip, there is a delay time of several rnilli-seconds
before a slip band is formed. Under certain conditions, twins can be heard to form with a
click or loud report, known as tin cry. If twinning occurs during a tensile test, it produces
serrations in the stress-strain curve. Twinning is not a dominant deformation mechanism
in metals which possess many slip systems. Twinning generally occurs when the slip
systems are restricted or when something increases the critical resolved shear stress so
that twinning stress is lower than the stress for slip. This explains the occurrence of
twinning at low temperature or high strain rates in BCC and FCC metals or HCP metals
at orientations which are unfavourable for basal slip.
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Weakest link theory of brittle fracture

Mechanical strength measurements of brittle materials, like glass and ceramics, or of
metals under conditions where they behave in a brittle manner, show a high variability of
results which requires statistical analysis. Therefore, the mechanical properties are not
expressible by a single number, but instead in terms of probability of failure at a given
stress. An important consequence of statistical behaviour is that the strength of brittle
solids shows a pronounced size effect in which the strength decreases with increasing
size or volume1 of the specimen. The manifestations of the size effects are the results of
the fact that the strength of brittle material is controlled by the stress at the root of its
most dangerous crack (usually the longest crack). As the specimen size decreases, there is
less likelihood of finding large crack, and hence the strength increases.

The statistical nature of fracture in brittle materials introduces some, complications not
present with ductile materials. Ordinarily, we consider that fracture will initiate at the
most highly stressed region in a structure, usually at a discontinuity or stress
concentration. However, in a brittle material whose strength is determined by the
distribution of flaws, the stress concentration may be so localised at a discontinuity that
the probability of failure is low because the high stress acts over a small volume of
material. Failure may occur elsewhere in the structure where the peak stress is lower, but
it acts over a large volume of the material.

A statistical theory of brittle fracture assumes that the specimen is divided into many
volume elements, each containing a single crack. The usual simplifying assumption is
that there is no interaction between the cracks in the different volume elements. The
strength of the specimen is determined by the element with the longest crack, because
this results in the lowest value of fracture stress. Therefore, the brittle fracture strength is
determined, not by the average value of the distribution of flaws, but by the single-most
dangerous flaw. This concept of brittle fracture is called the weakest-link concept since it
uses a model in which the flaws are arranged in a series like the links of a chain. The
strength of the chain is decided by the strength of the weakest link in the chain.

Low temperature fracture

Fracture at low temperatures occurs generally by mechanism of cleavage. It is due to
formation of micro-cracks at inclusions, second phases and grain boundaries due to
dislocation pile-ups. More dislocation pile-up occurs because of decrease in mobility of
dislocations at low temperatures. So the back stresses at the pile-ups reaches a sufficient
high value (called fracture stress) to propagate the micro-crack and cause cleavage
fracture. Cleavage means separation of crystal lattice at direction perpendicular to the
applied stress. Cleavage occurs along certain cleavage planes, which are characteristics of
the material. It produces a surface, which is shining in appearance due to reflection of
light from the flat surface of the cleavage plane.
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SECTIQN-H

MODELLING OF DUCTILE FRACTURE BY LOCAL APPROACH
(UNCOUPLED TYPE OF MODELS)

ABSTRACT - The ductile fracture phenomenon is a local mechanism, which consists of
nucleation, growth and coalescence of microscopic voids. These microscopic voids are
generally formed around the second phase particles due to debonding of these particles
from the parent matrix or cracking of these particles itself. In the present work, the
ductile fracture of primary heat transport system (PHT system) piping material of Indian
Pressurised Heavy Water Reactor (PHWR) has been analysed using different models of
local approach. Such local approaches use micromechanical models to predict crack
initiation and stable crack growth. Two different types of models are used. The first one
is based on critical cavity growth (Rice and Tracey's cavity growth model and Budiansky
and eoll.'s model). The other model is based on the combined effect of damage and
yielding (Tai and Yang's and modified Tai and Yang's model). An in-house Elasto-
Plastic finite element code THESIS has been modified and used for the analysis of the
notched tensile specimens. In addition to this, the notched round tensile specimens have
been used to determine the true stress-strain curve. The fracture strains of the different
specimens have been determined from the experiment with some modifications. By
integrating the cavity growth equations of the respective models upto the fracture strain,
the critical values of the parameters have been determined. The effect of hydrostatic
stress on the critical parameters has been studied by varying the notch-root radius of the
specimens. It was observed that the critical value of Rice and Tracey's parameter is a
weak function of stress triaxiality whereas critical parameters of other models showed
more dependency on the level of triaxiality. Especially Budiansky and coll.'s model
showed maximum variation of the parameter with respect to notch root radius.

1. NOMENCLATURE

Ro= Initial equivalent radius of microscopic voids.
R ^Instantaneous equivalent radius of microscopic voids during loading.
Vo= Initial volume of microscopic voids.
V = Instantaneous volume of microscopic voids during loading.
Do~ Initial minimum diameter of notched tensile specimens at the notch.
D =Instantaneous minimum diameter of notched tensile specimens at the notch during
loading.
crtrue=True stress , £true=True strain
n=strain hardening exponent of the material in the expression a=c en.
ajj=Cauchy's stress tensor, am - mean hydrostatic stress, aeq= von-Mises equivalent
stress.
<̂ =S tress triaxiality ratio=am/aeq
SseqP==:equivaIent plastic strain increment.
sr= rupture strain, v= poisson's ratio of the material
VD = Tai and Yang's parameter.
VDM = Modified Tai and Yang's parameter.
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2. INTRODUCTION

Some of the major problems the structural engineers have to cope with in fracture
analysis are; material characterisation (i.e. generation of adequate data from specimen
testing) and the transferring of fracture mechanics material data to the structural analysis
of components. As a matter of fact, the generation of material data is expensive and time
consuming. For example, the determination of J-Resistance curves is still a cumbersome
task. The existing material data often do not correspond to the specific application( in
reference to temperature, strain rate, irradiation, ageing and so forth), and hence
extrapolations1 are necessary, which may not represent the actual material behaviour. In
addition to this, the transferring of fracture mechanics data to industrial components may
be questionable, especially if complex situations are involved, including heterogeneous
materials, residual stresses, thermo-mechanical loading, historical effects, different states
of stress triaxiality at the crack tip, constraint effects and many other factors. Another
important phenomenon is the existence of geometry effects on fracture characteristics
measurements especially when the material of the specimen has very high ductility and
fracture toughness. These geometry effects on cracked specimens are clearly observed for
numerous materials for which the single parameter approach is not sufficient to
characterise the near fully yielded crack tip states. To overcome these difficulties, several
approaches in fracture mechanics have been developed. On the one hand, fracture is
predicted from purely mechanical point of view and is treated in terms of two parameter
criteria i.e. J-Q and K-T criteria. On the other hand, local approaches provide an
alternative methodology for fracture analysis of material in which microstructure damage
mechanics are also taken into account.

The local approach is particularly based on a combination of the following:

(a) The computation of local stress and strain in the highly stressed part of a component
or a structure and
(c) Physical fracture models corresponding to various mechanisms; i.e. cleavage, ductile

fracture, creep, and so forth.

In this approach, a critical parameter Dc is computed from a conventional relationship
such as:

a m „ pi

v <r eq ,
V eq j

ds Pi
eq

This integral is integrated from Eo(nucleation strain) to sr(rupture strain)(Devaux et. al,
1989)'.

The present paper deals with the ductile fracture characterisation of the material of
primary heat transport system of Indian PHWR using four ductile fracture models based
on local approach. This material exhibits a high degree of ductility and has a very high
fracture toughness. The task involves the determination of critical cavity growth
parameters from the notched tensile tests. First, the tensile properties and the true stress-
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true strain relationship of the material were determined from simple tension tests. These
material properties were used in the numerical simulation of Load vs AD (change in
diameter) response of the notched tensile specimens. The effect of stress triaxiality on the
fracture strain of'the notched tensile specimens was studied by varying the notch root
radius. A number of notched tensile specimens were tested and the experimental Load vs
AD curves were compared with the numerically predicted curves. The curves were found
to be in good agreement with each other. The rupture strain was determined by measuring
the final diameter of the specimens after fracture and analysing their Load vs AD curves
(Devaux et. al, 1987)2. For testing the ability of the local approach models to predict
ductile fracture initiation correctly, many other different models are also used. These
models describe the manner in which the cavity growth parameters increase with local
stress and strain values. The parameters (R/Ro), (V/Vo), (VD), and (VDM) are determined
by integration of the respective integrals of the various models (Marques et. al, 1997)11.
The critical values of these parameters physically represent the coalescence of voids
leading to onset of ductile rupture. All these parameters were determined for each
notched tensile specimen with different notch root radius.

3. THE DUCTILE FRACTURE MODELS {LOCAL APPROACH TO
FRACTURE)

In any engineering material, a number of microscopic voids are present initially in the
metal matrix. These voids may be present due to the manufacturing process of the
material itself or these may nucleate from the inclusions and second phase particles. The
ductile fracture is a process which consists of nucleation, growth, and coalescence of
these microscopic voids (Tipper et. al,1949)3. The void coalescence leads to stable crack
growth by merging of voids in the material. The first step in the ductile fracture of a
material is the formation of voids at inclusions or defects in the matrix. Void nucleation
may arise from either particle cracking or by interfacial decohesion. Voids may also be
formed by pipe-up of dislocations at highly disordered grain boundaries or other
irregularities in the material. In the first instance, the particle cracks and thereby separates
itself from the matrix, leaving a void. In the later situation, the particle and matrix
separate at their interface without any cracking of the particle (Argon et. al, 19754,
Thomason et. al, 19906, Hancock et. al, 19857). Once formed, the voids grow under the
applied loads. In general, the voids elongate mostly in the direction of maximum
principal stress (Me clintok et. al, 1968s, Rice et. al, 19698). Sometimes this may not be
the case, because local stress and strain fields may be affected by the proximity of other
defects (Rudnicki et. al, 1975)12. The rate at which any particular void grows, depends on
the proximity of other defects, the applied loads, and the size and shape of the void.
While void growth proceeds, ligaments between voids, or between a void and a crack tip,
starts shrinking and so the stresses tn the ligaments start increasing. At some point,
stresses in the ligament become elevated to the point where an unstable necking
(intervoid necking) of the ligament takes place. This leads to the merging of the two
voids (or void with an existing crack). This final phenomenon, i.e. void coalescence is
synonymous with stable crack growth. Figures 1 and2 summarize these events. Figure 1
shows nucleation, growth and coalescence of voids with each other and Figure 2 shows
the coalescence of voids to form cup and cone fracture surface in a round tensile
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specimen. The stress state is an important factor in determining the fracture strain. In
particular, stress triaxiality plays an important role in governing the tendency for ductile
fracture (Hancock et. al, 197613, Thomson et.al, 1981 4). Stress triaxiality is a term used
to describe the portion of the stress tensor that is hydrostatic. A stress state with a high
triaxiality approaches the completely hydrostatic stress. With lower triaxiality stress
states, the deviatoric stress components are more significant compared to the hydrostatic
stress. Near the center of a necking tension specimen, there is a high stress triaxiality
because of the constraint of the surrounding material. The high triaxiality promotes void
growth near the center of the specimen, and, with continued deformation, they grow and
link together to form a macroscopic penny shaped crack with a fibrous, flat fracture
surface (Thomason et. al, 19906). Stress triaxiality is related to another concept, called
constraint. When the notch root radius of the notched tensile specimen decreases, the
constraint increases near notch root. So the stress triaxility increases and hence for
smaller notch root radius, void formation and subsequent crack occurs first near the notch
root. Due to high constrain^, the load carrying capacity of the material increases and
hence as the root radius decreases, the load vs AD curve of the specimens falls above the
corresponding curve of the specimen having more notch root radius (shown in Fig.7).
This phenomenon has been studied in the experiment by testing a number of samples
with different notch root radii.

There are several models, which are used to model ductile fracture. Some of the models
incorporate a parameter called void volume fraction ' f into the constitutive relationship
of the material. This takes into account the softening effect due to accumulation of voids
in the material. So a function, which describes the nucleation, growth and coalescence of
voids, is defined and is incorporated in the formulation. These type of models are called
porous plasticity models or coupled type of models. The other class of models are
relatively simple and the damage variable does not affect the constitutive behaviour of
the material. Here damage and yielding behaviour are uncoupled. The material is
assumed to follow the von-Mises yield criteria with either isotropic or kinematic
hardening. A damage variable is defined which is a function of local stress and strain in
the matrix material. This variable is computed at each gauss point in the finite element
mesh of the structure with the applied loading. The critical value of this parameter is
determined from simple tension tests. So when the critical value of the parameter is
reached, the ductile fracture is assumed to initiate in the structure. This type of models
are called continuum mechanics models. Some of these models are: Rice andTracey's
cavity growth model (Rice et. al, 1969)8, Budiansky and Coll.'s model (Budiansky et.
al,1982)9, Tai and Yang's model and modified Tai and Yang's model (Tai et. al,1987)10.

3.1. Models Based on Critical Cavity Growth

3.1(a). Rice and Tracey's Model

Here the damage parameter is considered to be the equivalent cavity radius 'R\ The
growth of an isolated void in an infinite block of an elastic and plastic strain hardening
material is given by the equation;
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8R/R= a 8Eeq
p exp (3am/2aeq)

where a is a constant factor and according to Rice and Tracey, for high stress triaxialities,
a^O^SS. Crack initiation occurs when 'R' reaches its critical value 'Ro\ The effect of
void nucleation is not considered here as the nucleation strain is very small for this
material and hence the nucleation strain is taken approximately equal to zero.

3.1 (b). Budiansky and Coll.'s Model

The damage parameter is considered to be the volume of voids ' V . This model is based
on the equatiori of growth of an isolated axisymmetric void for a nonlinear elasto-plastic
material. The effect of strain hardening exponent 'n' is taken into account by
incorporating it in the intgral. The dilation rate of a void is given by:

where <x=sign (crm).

3.1(c). Hancock-Mackenzie-Gunawardena's model

Here, tHfe critical stage is defined by a critical value, Do, of a damage parameter, D. The

difference between this and Rice and Tracey1 s model is the usage of another factor,
1/1.65, instead of 0.283.

h.6
3am eq. The model parameter, which hasD is calculated by

o

to be determined, is Do.

3.2. Models Based on damage and Yielding

3.2(a). Tai and Yang's Model

Tai and Yang has proposed the following damage criterion for ductile tearing.

5VD= f(CFm/CTeq).5eeq
pl where

3(l-2v) . (Omfoeqf.

3.2(b). Modified Tai and Yang's model

If the strain hardening exponent of the material 'n' is large, another damage failure
criterion is expected to better take into account both strain hardening and plastic strain
effects. This is called modified Tai and Yang's model and the parameter VDM is evaluated
as follows.
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8VDM=f(am/aeq).(eeq
pl)2n.58eq

pl

where the function f(am/CTeq) is given by
f(crm/aeq) = f (1+v) + 3(l-2v). (am/aeq)2.

In order to apply these models, we need to find out the critical values of these parameters
for the given material.

4. PHT PIPING SYSTEM OF INDIAN PHWR

The PHT piping of Indian pressurised heavy water reactor mainly consists of five pipe
lines. These are steam generator inlet, steam generator outlet, pump discharge line,
reactor inlet header and reactor outlet header respectively. Heavy water comes out of
reactor and enters reactor outlet header via the feeder lines. The schematic layout of 500
MWe PHT system piping is shown in Fig. 3. Coolant from reactor outlet header enters
steam generator inlet and then enters main primary pump through steam generator outlet.
From the pump, coolant enters the reactor inlet header via pump discharge line and from
reactor inlet header, coolant enters the reactor core through the feeder lines. This is the
flow path in a typical Pressurised heavy water reactor (PHWR).

5. MATERIAL OF PHT PIPING

Carbon steel SA333 Gr.6 is used in the primary heat transport piping (size 16NB) of 220
MWe Kaiga PHWR- The notched tensile specimens have been machined from the PHT
piping. The chemical composition of the material is shown in Table 1. The chemical
analysis shows low residual element content in the material. The material was also
studied for the inclusions and second phase particles present in it (Singh et. al, 1997)19.
Transverse and longitudinal section of the sample has been prepared and studied under
microscope. Inclusion rating was done according to ASTM E45 and grain size
measurement was done as per ASTM 112 standards. The details of inclusion type and
rating are given in Table 2. The micrographic analysis of SA333 Gr.6 carbon steel reveals
that the matrix shows prominent bands of ferrite and pearlite. The inclusions are
Primarily manganese sulphides (MnS) of typically 6um diameter, alumina (15um
diameter), silicates (lOjam diameter) and some globular oxides. It was observed that the
level of nonmetallic inclusions is low. The grain size measurement and microstructure
study for both transverse as well as longitudinal sections of the pipe shows fine grain
structure. Towards outer diameter of the PHT piping, grains were found to be of ASTM
grain size number 9.5 to 10 whereas the grains were of size number 8.5 to 9 in both
transverse and longitudinal sections towards the internal diameter side. Microstructure
study shows prominent banding of ferrite and pearlite towards internal diameter side in
both sections and found to be gradually decreasing from internal to outer diameter side.
Fig. 10 shows the banded structure of transverse section near internal diameter side. Very
fine grain size and the observed microstructural features are reasons for the high
toughness of the material.
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5. EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF MATERIAL PROPERTIES OF
PHT PIPING

5.1 Test Specimens

The notched tensile specimens (AER) with nominal diameter of 10mm, minimum
diameter of 5mm at the notch portion and different notch root radii 'R' (4.5 mm, 2.7 mm,
1.7 mm, and 1.2 mm) were machined. The procedure is according to ASTM standard
E8M-91 for determining the tensile properties of the material. Different notch radii were
taken for studying the effect of notch root radius on the ductile fracture behaviour of the
material. The lengths of the specimens are taken along longitudinal direction of the pipe.
The sketch of the specimens with different notch root radii (R) is shown in Fig.4.

5.2. Notched Tensile Test

The tensile test has been carried out according to ASTM standard E8M. The tests were
conducted using a digitally controlled 100KN INSTRON universal testing machine. The
machine was integrated to a sophisticated Image acquisition system for on-line data
acquisition of instantaneous diameter of the tensile specimens in the notched portion
during the tensile test. The tests were conducted at room temperature.

5.3. Determination of true stress strain curve and other material properties.

Based on the data recorded by the image acquisition system, the true strain was
calculated using the relation e^e = 2 In (DQ/D), where Do is the initial diameter of the
specimen and D is the instantaneous diameter at the minimum area of cross-section. The
true stress was calculated using the relation atrue= Load/A, where A is the instantaneous
area corresponding to diameter 'D'. The data of the notched tensile tests of all the
specimens is given in Appendix-1 of this section. This stress was multiplied with suitable
correction factors for taking into account the effect of hydrostatic stress on the true stress
of the material (Bridgman's correction). The true stress vs true strain curve after UTS
(ultimate tensile stress) was fitted with a best fit using power law and is given by

a = c*E
n fore>15.1%

where 'n' is the strain hardening exponent and c is a constant. The values of c and n are
673.068 and 0.143458 respectively for the material. The other tensile properties are given
below in the Table-Al.

Table-Al: Tensile Properties of SA333 Gr.6 Steel

Material
properties

Yield stress
(YS) in MPa

330

UTS
(MPa)

511

Strain
at UTS

0.151

%age
elongation
(AL)
37%

%age reduction in area
(AA)

82.5%
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These material properties are used in the numerical simulation of the notched tensile
specimens. The True stress vs True strain curve is shown in the Fig.6.

6. DETERMINATION OF CRITICAL CAVITY GROWTH PARAMETERS

An in-house elasto-plastic finite element code THESIS has been modified for the analysis of
axisymmetric notched tensile specimens. All the four models of local approach to fracture as
discussed earlier have been incorporated in the program. Eight noded isoparametric
quadrilateral elements have been used in the finite element mesh. The mesh is shown in Fig.5.
The finite element calculations have been performed using Von-mises yield criteria for
plasticity with associated incremental flow rule (Prandtl-Reuss equations). The code is capable
of analysing both load controlled as well as displacement contolled problems. In the present
analysis, the application of load on the tensile specimens is simulated by a vertical
displacement of the nodes at the upper surface of the Finite element mesh. Geometric
nonlinearity has been considered in the analysis using Updated Lagrangian formulation. The
four cavity growth models were implemented in the in-house code and validated against the
published results. The Load vs AD(change in diameter) curves for all the four notched tensile
specimens have been obtained from the analysis using the FEM code and compared with the.
corresponding curves obtained experimentally. The curves show a good degree of matching
and are shown in Fig. 7. The cavity growth parameters have been obtained as a function of
plastic strain for all the specimens and the variation of ln(R/Ro) with £p(21n(Do/D)) is shown in
the Fig.8. In the ductile fractrure process, the beginning of void coalescence can be related to
the first occurrence of a microcrack in the minimum section of the tensile specimen. This
occurrence of microcrack is marked by a change of slope in the Load vs AD curve. The notch
ductility of the specimen is expressed by the value of the true notch dismetral strain *e/ at the
onset of micro fracturing. Actually, the bulk values of 's r ' measured on the specimens could not
be used directly because of a rather large scatter due to the anisotropy of the tensile properties.
The final results to be used for analysis have to be adjusted, considering a correction based on
the reduction in area Z=(So-S)/So (where So is the initial cross-sectional area and S is the area
after fracture) measured after fracture, and an analysis of the load-elongation curves. As it was
not possible to determine 's r ' exactly by examining the experimental Load- AD curves of the
specimens (shown in Fig.7) in this task, an alternative approach has been followed. For
determining the values of 'sr\the specimens has been analysed by an in-house code which uses
modified Gurson-Tvergaard-Needleman's model in the constitutive relationship. This model
uses a yield function where the flow stress of the material depends upon void volume fraction
of microscopic voids and the level of hydrostatic stress. The details of the model are given
elsewhere (Samal et. al, 1998). This analysis could exactly trace the total experimental Load-
AD curve. It could also trace the point in the Load- AD curve where there is a change in slope

due to appearance of microcrack. At this point, the yield surface shrinks to a low value. The
strains (sr) corresponding to this point for the notched tensile specimens of notch root radii of
4.5mm,2.7mm, 1.7mm, and 1.2mm are found to be 78.3%,59.68%,43.5%, and 31.1%
respectively. The cavity growth parameters are computed by integrating the expressions of the
four models until the applied displacement, for which the strain sr is reached in the
computation. The values of the parameters at this stage are known as critical cavity growth
parameters. These points have been marked with '*' for the different specimens in Fig.8. The
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values of these critical parameters [(R/Ro)c, Cv7V0)c, (VD)c, and (VDM)C] for different AER
specimens are plotted in Fig. 9 for different models.

7. DISCUSSION

In Fig.9, it was observed that the values of the parameters of Rice and Tracey, Tai and
Yang, and modified Tai and Yang's model are approximately constant for notch radius of
1.2 mm to 2.7 mm. However for notch radius of 4.5mm, the values of critical parameters
are on higher side for all models except for Rice and Tracey's model. The critical
parameter of Budiansky's model shows rapid increase in its value with increase in notch
root radius. Hence one can treat Rice and Tracey's critical parameter as a material
toughness property. But the application of critical parameters of other models is doubtful
as these are strong functions of stress triaxiality existing in the component. The average
values of the critical parameters are given in Table-3. These critical values can be used to
predict crack initiation as well as to study stable crack propagation. Void coalescence can
be described in terms of the critical cavity growth parameters. When these parameters
reach critical value during loading, it indicates crack initiation due to large scale
coalescence of the voids. The size effects should be taken into account to interpret more
closely the variation of the parameters with respect to stress triaxiality. The numerical
results presented by D,Escatha and Devaux(d'Escatha et. al,1979)20 have shown that the
main features of stable crack propagation can be obtained using the conditions of node
release, a criterion based on a constant value of the critical parameters. Hence it is
observed that a model using Rice and Tracey's critical cavity growth parameter in
conjuction with the calculation of stress and strain fields by finite element method can
lead to useful results for prediction of ductile crack initiation and stable crack growth.

8. CONCLUSION

A numerical and an experimental program were carried out in order to predict crack
initiation and stable crack growth using local fracture criterion for PHT piping material of
Indian PHWR. Several notched tensile specimens of diferrent groove radii were tested.
The specimens were analysed using an in-house Finite Element code THESIS. The void
growth process was simulated by using various cavity growth models. The critical values
of cavity growth parameters leading to crack initiation were determined by integrating the
parameters upto the rupture strain obtained from experiment. The effect of stress
triaxiality on the critical values has been studied by taking notched tensile specimens of
different groove radii. These local criterions (mainly Rice and Tracey's model) can now
be used to model the flawed real life PHT piping. The anisotropy problems in the
material property can be overcome by determining upper and lower bound values of
mechanical properties. Finally, it has been observed that the piping material selected for
PHT system possesses high toughness. So it is desirable to couple damage parameter in
the constitutive relation of the material for predicting ductile crack initiation. Hence
models which couple damage and plastic-flow behaviour such as modified Gurson-
Tvergaard's and Rousselier's model may predict crack initiation and stable crack growth
better than conventional fracture mechanics models.
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Table 1 : Chemical Composition for SA333 Gr.6 Carbon steel material

Name of
element
%age
composition
(in weight)
Name of
element

%age
composition
(in weight)

C

0.14

Al

<0.1

Mn

0.90

Cu

540
ppm

Si

0.25

Pb

80
ppm

P

0.016

V

<100
ppm

S

0.018

H

<5
ppm

Cr,

805
ppm

O

0.03

Ni

525 ppm

N '

0.01

Table 2 : Mettallography Data of the material (Inclusion type and Rating)

Inclusion
Type

Sulphide

Alumina

Silicate

Globular
Oxide

Inclusion Ratine

1 (thin)

1 (thin and thick - 15
micron)

1 (thin and thick ~ 10
micron)

1.5 (thick ~ 15 micron)

Table 3: Results from local approach models with critical values for SA333 Gr.6
Carbon steel

SI. No.

1
2
3

Name of models

Rice and Tracey
Budiansky
Tai and Young

Critical Values

(R/Ro)e = 2.1
(V/V0)c= 10.20
(VD)c = 1 . 1 6
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Fig. 10: Photomicrograph showing fine grain (ASTM No.9) and banded
structure of ferrite and pearlite near internal diameter side in
transverse section of the sample taken from the PHT pipe.
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SECTION-HI

MODIFIED RICE AND TRACEY'S MODEL

ABSTRACT :- In the local approach for modeling ductile fracture process, Rice and
Tracey's void growth model is one of the widely used model. It gives a critical
parameter, which corresponds to the process of void coalescence in the material. It has
been observed by many studies that this critical parameter depends on the state of stress
existing ahead of crack tip. So, the critical parameter can't be used as a true material
property to predict crack initiation in a component of the material. Based on the observed
relafionship between experimental crack initiation strain and state of stress in the notched
tensile specimens, a modification has been proposed for the Rice and Tracey's model in
the form of two additional parameters, i.e., qi and q2. The modified Rice and Tracey's
integral has been used to find the new critical pararheter and its independency on stress
state has been studied.

1. INTRODUCTION

Ductile fracture in engineering materials generally involves three fundamental processes.
These are nucleation of microscopic voids from inclusions and second phase particles
present in the matrix; their subsequent growth and coalescence to form macroscopic
crack respectively. It is necessary to predict the crack initiation in a component so that
necessary modifications can be made at the design stage to avoid its occurrence. To
predict crack initiation in a component, local approach is best suited, because its
parameters are independent of geometry and size of specimens and components. This
approach is based on a conventional elasto-plastic analysis and the phenomena of void
nucleation and growth are taken into account. This integral represents the manner in
which voids in the material grow. When the ratio of current void size to initial void size
reaches a particular value (known as critical value), void coalescence occurs. Due to void
coalescence, a microscopic crack appears, which leads to crack initiation. There are many
models based on this theory. Rice and Tracey's model is one of the widely used models.
It has been observed that this critical parameter is a function of state of stress existing
ahead of crack tip, i.e., it is not constant for all the stress states. But for application to real
life components, the critical parameter should be independent of state of stress. Here, the
parameter 'TF' (stress triaxiality factor = mean hydrostatic stress/ von Mises equivalent
stress) has been used as a measure of state of stress. In Rice and Tracey's model, crack
initiation strain is proportional to exp(-l .5TF), if it is assumed that 'TF' remains constant
during loading upto crack initiation. The aim of this work is to find an alternative
relationship between crack initiation strain and 'TF' so that a new pa/ameter can be
obtained, which will remain unchanged with 'TF1.

2. MICRO-VOID DAMAGE MODEL FOR DUCTILE FRACTURE
(DERIVATION OF RICE AND TRACEY'S MODEL)

In a damaged component, let us consider a volume element at macroscale, that is of a size
large enough to contain many defects, and small enough to be considered as a material
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point of the mechanics of continua. Let Ao be the overall section area of this element,
defined by the normal ' n \ and Aeff be the effective resisting area, (i.e. Ao diminished
from the surface intersections of microvoids). The damage variable Dvn associated to the
direction of normal n is DVn=(Ao-Aefr)/Ao. If it is assumed that damage is isotropic i.e.
microvoids being equally distributed in all directions, then Dvn does not depend upon n
and the damage variable becomes scalar i.e. Dv. Based on this damage variable, Tai and
Yang4 have derived a equation for evolution of damage which is given as:

SD. 2 + N

Dv N

For perfectly plastic material, N= 00. Hence the equation reduces to,

SD,. 1

For Rice and Tracey's model, Dvo is the initial area fraction of voids, Dv is current area
fraction and Dvc is the critical area fraction at coalescence. Dv can be related to the void
radius as:

A Av Av

where Av is the area of representative sample and Ro, R and Rc are initial radius, current
radius and critical radius of void at coalescence respectively. Substituting it in the above
equation, we get:

-4 f 1/H-
as the function ' f is exponential (as observed experimentally by Rice and Tracey1), and
the ratio of ln(Rc/Ro) and (SfSo) is 0.283 for moderately hardening materials1. This is the
theoretical void growth law proposed by Rice and Tracey.

3. RICE AND TRACEY'S MODEL

This model is based on the critical cavity growth. Here the damage parameter is
considered to be an equivalent cavity radius 'R\ The growth of an isolated spherical void
in an infinite block of an elastic perfectly plastic material is given by1



where cr^ =equivalent plastic stress, am=ai,/3=mean hydrostatic pressure, £^ = equivalent

plastic strain, am/aeq
 = TF (stress triaxiality factor), ' a ' is a constant factor (0.283).

Crack initiation occurs when 'R' reaches its critical value Re. The above integral is
integrated from eo (nucleation strain) to sr (strain to rupture). In this model, the effect of
void nucleation is not considered. As the nucleation strain is very small for this material,
it is assumed to be zero.

2. NEED TO MODIFY RICE and TRACEY'S MODEL

For determining Rice and Tracey's critical parameter, experiments on notched tensile
specimens have been conducted. A set of four round notched tensile specimens having
same configuration (10mm nominal diameter and 5mm diameter at the notched portion),
but of different groove radii (4.5, 2.7, 1.7 and 1.2mm respectively) have been studied.
The sketch of notched tensile specimens is shown in Fig. 1. The material under study is
primary heat transport system piping material of Indian PHWR. For determining crack
initiation strains for different notch radii, experiments of notched tensile tests have been
conducted for the four different specimens. The experimental load vs diametral
contraction curves of the four specimens are shown in Fig. 2. The crack initiation strain
corresponds to the true strain (21n(Do/D)) in the curve where load drops drastically due to
coalescence of voids in the specimen. The Rice and Tracey's model has been
incorporated in the in-house finite element (FE) code "MADAM". Elasto-plastic FE
analysis has been conducted for the four notched tensile specimens and Eqn-1 has been.
integrated upto crack initiation strain (Ef). The stress triaxiality factor for each notch
radius remains nearly constant upto crack initiation. A typical variation of stress
triaxiality factor (TF) with diametral contraction at the notch of a specimen is shown in
Fig. 3. The representative stress triaxiality factor for each notch radius has been
determined with the help of finite element analysis. Table-1 gives the values of stress
triaxiality factor and Rice and Tracey's critical parameter for four notched tensile
specimens. When the critical value of the parameter 'In (R/Ro)c' is plotted against 'TF',
for each notch radius, it is seen that 'In (R/RoV increases with 'TF' (Fig. 4). It means that
the critical parameter, which is supposed to be invariant with respect to 'TF', is a
function of stress state at the notch tip. Therefore, there is a need to modify Rice and
Tracey's model so that 'In (R/RoV remains constant with 'TF'.

Table-l: Data of crack initiation strain and stress triaxiality factor for four notched
tensile specimens

Specimen
. No.

1
2
3
4

Notch Radius
'r' (mm)

4.5
2.7
1.7
1.2

Stress triaxiality
factor (TF)

(Maximum value)
0.7086
0.8682
1.0574
1.2326

Crack initiation
strain (Ef).

0.70000
0.59466
0.51288
0.43806

Rice and
Tracey's

parameter
0.57345
0.61892
0.70898
0.78757
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3. MODIFICATION OF RICE and TRACEY'S MODEL

When the Equation-1 is integrated from nucleation strain to crack initiation strain, then
the equation becomes,

( 3TF }
=> exp \.e j = const

Rc/Ro is constant because it is the critical material parameter. This means that crack

initiation strain Ef is a function of TF, i.e., £ = Comt. f\ ~.q2.TF j • This function is exp*1

and q2=l for Rice and Tracey's model. But as it is known that Rice and Tracey's
parameter is not fully independent on TF (Fig. 4), this function has been modified by
introducing two parameters, i.e., qi and q2.

4. METHODOLOGY FOLLOWED

To understand the basis, it is necessary to plot the graph between 'TF' and crack
initiation strain for each notched tensile specimen (Fig. 5). The best-fit relationship has
been used to modify Rice and Tracey's integral. The modification is in the form of two
new parameters, qi and q2. The new critical parameter is then determined using the
modified integral and its independency on 'TF' has been studied.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The equation of the best-fit curve, which is obtained from the graph (Fig. 6), is given as:-

€j =1.4688.exp(-0.90JF) = 1.4688.exp[-(0.6)*-*rF|. (2)

Therefore, the integral for the new parameter will be

h-^-K (3)

It has been observed that the equation incorporates two parameters, i.e. qi and q2, where
qi=1.732 s V3 and q2= 0.6. These values of the parameters are specific to the material
studied here. The rate of void growth is proportional to 'O-SqzTF)'. A larger value of q2
means the void growth in the material is a steeper function of 'TF' compared to a smaller
value of 'q2'. This integral (Equation-3) has been implemented in the FE program and
analysis for the same four notched tensile specimens have been done and the new critical
parameter in (R/RoV for each specimen has been determined. The average value of 'In
(R/RoV for this material is determined as 0.645. The variation of new 'In (R/Ro)c' with
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'TF' has been shown in Fig. 6 and it is observed that it is almost Constant, i.e.
independent of T F \ When this model is applied to a new material, the value of qi, q^ and
in (R/RoV should be determined.

In order to verify the accuracy of the new function, more number of data of notched
tensile specimens of different notch radii are required. As experimental data are not
available for other notch radii, the help of continuum damage mechanics analysis has
been taken for determining crack initiation strains. A set of seven number of notched
tensile specimens of 10mm diameter (5mm in the notched section) and of different notch
root radii have been analyzed with the help of an in-house finite element (FE) damage
mechanics code 'MADAM'2. The modified Gurson-Tvergaard-Needleman's model3 has
been used in the damage mechanics analysis. Table-2 shows the values of stress
triaxiality factor and crack initiation strain for each notch radius. The variation of the
Rice and Tracey's critical parameter and the new critical parameter with 'TF' for the
whole set of data is shown in Fig. 7. The results show that the parameters which were
determined using four experimental data set earlier are close to those obtained with the
entire set (11 nos.) of data.

6. CONCLUSION

Based on observed relationship between crack initiation strain and TF, a modification to
Rice and Tracey's model has been proposed with the assumption that 'TF' remains
constant during loading (Proportional and quasi-static). Two parameters, qt and q2 have
been introduced into the expression, the value of which has been determined for the
material under study. The modified integral has been used to find the new critical
parameter and its independency on 'TF' has been studied. It is observed that new 'In
(R/Ro)c' is less dependent on TF compared to the old parameter.
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Table-2; Data of crack initiation strain and triaxialitv factor for various notched tensile
specimens

Specimen
No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Notch
Radius

V (mm)
25.0
20.0
15.0
5.0
4.5
4.0
3.5
3.0
2.7
1.7
1.2

Stress triaxiality
factor (TF)

(maximum value)
0.3724
0.3971
0.4410
0.6747
0.7086
0.7336
0.7650
0.8120
0.8682
1.0574
1.2326

Crack
initiation
strain (£f)
0.94513
0.92000
0.89000
0.73080
0.70000
0.68290
0.65870
0.62406
0.59466
0.51288
0.43806

Rice and
Tracey's

parameter
0.4676
0.47235
0.48805
0.56900
0.57345
0.58082
0.58726
0.59734
0.61892
0.70898
0.78757

Modified
parameter

0.64773
0.64468
0.6488
0.65745
0.64925
0.6478

0.64276
0.63562
0.63674
0.65112
0.65112

4.16

55 90

Fig. 1: Sketch of a notched
tensile specimen

All dimensions are in mm

14000

r=1.2mm

r»1,7mm /
r*2.7mm /

r»4.5mm

0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6

Diametral contraction (fuD) in mm

Fig.2 Experimental Load vs Diametral contraction curves
of four notched tensile specimens having notch radii V
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SECTION-IV

MODELLING OF DUCTILE FRACTURE BY LOCAL APPROACH
(COUPLED TYPE OF MODELS)

ABSTRACT: Ductile fracture is associated with three basic processes i.e. void
nucleation, growth and coalescence. The models which, incorporate these features into
the constitutive equations of the material, are called continuum damage mechanics

' models and have the advantage that the corresponding material parameters for ductile
fracture can be transferred between different specimen geometries. These are able to
describe the physical effect of constraint on the fracture resistance of material in a natural
way. In this work, the model introduced by Gurson and modified by Tvergaard and
Needleman has been implemented in an in-house finite element (FE) code MADAM. The
material that is studied is DIN StE460. The parameter 'fc' has been determined by
comparing results of experiment and numerical simulation of two notched tensile
specimens. The other parameters have been taken from literature. The characteristics
material distance has been determined by analyzing a compact tension (CT) specimen.
The aim of this paper is to show that the damage parameters determined from simple
tensile tests can be transferred to analysis of specimens of different geometry and hence
the influence of specimen geometry and constraint on JR curves can be demonstrated. For
this purpose different cracked specimens of ASTM configuration has been analysed. The
JR curves determined from the analysis by FE code (MADAM) for CT, SENB (Single
Edged Notched Bend) and MT (Middle Tension) specimens have been compared with the
available experimental curves which are taken from literature. It is observed that the
slopes of predicted JR curves increase with increasing ratio of tension versus bending
load.

1. INTRODUCTION

The influence of crack tip constraint and stress triaxiality on ductile fracture resistance is
of major importance for the assessment of structural integrity by means of fracture
mechanics concepts. Constraint is a structural feature which inhibits plastic flow and
causes a higher triaxiality of stresses. Local stress triaxiality promotes void growth on the
microscopic level and thus causes damage in the process zone. Global failure criteria
such as J-integral and crack-tip opening displacement (CTOD), has been widely used to
characterize ductile fracture process. However, experimental results give evidences that
these single-parameter criteria does not describe ductile crack growth satisfactorily,
because the specimen size and geometry have a pronounced effect on the crack resistance
curves. One approach to improve the fracture mechanics concepts is the combination of
J-integral with the local constraint for each specimen geometry and size. This approach is
called two-parameter fracture mechanics approach. Another approach is the concept of
continuum damage mechanics. This approach involves simulation of the macroscopical
failure process by using a constitutive relationship which incorporates models of
microscopical rupture processes. As a result, these types of models (also called micro-
mechanical models) are able to describe the physical effect of constraint on the fracture
resistance in a natural way. The major advantage of these models is that initiation and
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propagation of crack occur naturally when the local softening due to void growth and
coalescence results in the formation of a region transmitting negligible stresses without
the use of any additional numerical technique (such as node release technique as used in
conventional fracture mechanics). It is not even necessary to assume an initial crack in a
specimen or component as is done in conventional fracture mechanics. Crack initiation
and propagation occurs when the local degradation of the material has exceeded some
critical value of void volume fraction i.e. fc over a.characteristics distance lc. The micro-
mechanical parameters required for this analysis can be determined from very simple
tests (i.e. tensile tests of smooth or notched bars), metallographic study of the material,
and comparison of experimental and numerical simulation curves of smooth and notched
tensile specimens. The other advantage of these models is that the corresponding material
parameters for ductile fracture of a material can be transferred to analysis of different
specimen geometries and real life components.

The model used in this study is based on a flow function introduced by Gurson12 and
later modified by Tvergaard and Needleman 4. The microscopical ductile rupture process
which is described by nucleation, growth, and coalescence of voids were introduced into
the constitutive relationship by Gurson. The material that has been studied is a German
material having designation DIN StE 460. The material properties (True stress strain
curve), mechanical properties (Yield stress, UTS etc.), and Gurson parameters (initial
void volume fraction, void nucleation parameters, final void fraction etc.) for this
material has been taken from the literature5. The experimental load vs diametral
contraction (AD) curves of notched tensile specimens, load vs load line displacement
and J-resistance curves of Compact Tension (CT) specimen, Single Edged Notched Bend
(SENB) specimen, and Middle Tension (MT) specimen for the same material has been
taken from literature6. By comparison of experimental and numerical load vs AD curves
of the notched tensile specimens, the value of critical void volume fraction for
coalescence (fc) has been determined. For analysis of cracked specimens, one extra
parameter i.e. 'lc ' has to be introduced in order to take into account of the high stress
gradient near the crack tip. This critical length parameter i c ' is used as the size of mesh
to be used near crack tip in order to predict the initiation toughness for the specimen
accurately. The physical significance of this parameter is believed to be related to the
average inclusion spacing between large inclusions in the material. So it can be
introduced in the analysis as a material parameter.

The purpose of this work is to check whether the damage parameters determined from
simple tensile bars are applicable to complex cracked geometries, and to predict the
geometry dependence of the JR curve on the basis of micro-mechanical model by
analyzing fracture mechanics specimens of different geometries. For this purpose, five
different types of specimens are analyzed. These are CT, SENB, MT, SENT (Single
Edged notched Tensile), and DENT (Double Edged Notched Tensile) specimens
respectively.

2. MODIFIED GURSON MODEL FOR DUCTILE TEARING
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The continuum damage mechanics models, which are used to describe ductile fracture
processes, are based on analysis of simple unit cells in which micro-void nucleation,
growth and coalescence models are incorporated. All engineering metals and alloys
contain inclusions and second phase particles at which micro-voids nucleate either by
decohesion from the metal matrix or particle cracking during the course of plastic
deformation. The voids then grow until a localized internal necking of the inter-void
matrix occurs which is called void coalescence. The void volume fraction ' f is defined as
the ratio of the volume of voids to that of a unit cell. The increase in void volume fraction
consists of two terms, i.e. void fraction increase due to nucleation of new voids and due
to growth of existing voids. So,
*_ & + &

J J nucteatitm J growth '

The symbol () represents the increment of the quantity. The expression for the increase in
void fraction due to growth of voids can derived from plastic incompressibility condition
of the matrix material. It is given by

Where 8,j is the kronecker delta function and TIJJP is the plastic strain tensor. For
calculating the void growth due to nucleation, an empirical relation was proposed by
Needleman and Rice7, which is given as

fnudeatiim T" -

Where CTM is the actual flow stress of the matrix material and a^ is the first stress
invariant. Due to the interaction effects between particles and the scatter in the size, shape
and spacing of the particles, statistical distributions were used to describe the nucleation
of voids. Chu and Needleman8 proposed a normal distribution for the rate of void
nucleation where A and B are as given below. Assuming that nucleation only depends on
the stress transmitted across the particle-matrix interface, there exists a mean critical
stress for nucleation, \crN' and the nucleation stress is normally distributed.
• For stress controlled nucleation.

exp
•KI

1
3 where is the volume

fraction of void nucleating particles, ay is the yield stress of the matrix material and SN is
standard deviation of stress over which most of the voids nucleate. However it is
important to note that this criterion which is derived on the basis of a critical stress at the
interface of the particle is a function of the plastic strain in the material as the stress is
produced by local work hardening at the particle. So this failure criterion refers
fundamentally to strain. Therefore a similar idealisation can be made for the mean
equivalent plas •„ strain ' eN' at which nucleation occurs.

• For strain controlled nucleation,

1 1 fN
I sN V2;r

exp and B=0.
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Where SN is standard deviation of the mean equivalent plastic strain anu eH
M is equivalent

plastic strain of the matrix material.

Based on the work of Berg9 (which shows that a porous medium is governed by the
normality rule), Gurson1 derived approximate yield functions for materials containing
either cylindrical or spherical voids. For the case of spherical voids with void volume
fraction 'f, the approximate yield function '<(>' is given by:

MI j

Where aeq = — .sv .stl is the macroscopic effective stress and

su =<J,j — crtt£(/ represents the stress deviator. The actual microscopic stress state in the

matrix material is represented by an equivalent flow stress, iaKI \ When f* equals to
zero, the above yield function reduces to that of von Mises flow criterion. The parameters
qi and q2 were introduced by Tvergaard10'11 in order to bring the predictions of the
Gurson model into closer agreement with full numerical analysis for periodic array of
voids at low void volume fractions. With f=f and qi=q2=l.O, the yield function reduces
to the function originally proposed by Gurson. The function f*(f) was introduced by
Tvergaard and Needleman '4 to model the more rapid loss of material stress carrying
capacity due to coalescence of voids. The function is given by:
f* = f forf<fc

= /'+7LfJf(/"-/:) forf-fc7ff
/ / h

This functions becomes active when the void volume fraction ' f exceeds a critical value
'fc' and complete loss of stress carrying capacity occurs when f=ff so that fu*=f*(ff)=l/qi.

3. MATERIAL

The material studied here is a mild steel having German designation DIN StE460. The
details of composition are given in Ref.5. The other material properties5 at room
temperature are given below.
Young's modulus of elasticity (E)=210,000 MPa, Poisson's ratio V=0.3, Yield Stress
(YS)=460 MPa, Ultimate Tensile Stress (UTS)=750 MPa. The true stress vs true strain
curve of the steel at room temperature is shown in Fig. 1. The equation of true stress-true
strain curve is given by, In a= 0.12554 Ins + 6.8734 for 8 >0.04 where a is in MPa.

4. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

An in-house finite element (FE) code MADAM (MAterial DAmage Modeling) has been
developed based on the principles of continuum damage mechanics (Modified Gurson's
model). The code has the ability to solve both two and three dimensional structures. It
can handle the 2-dimensional cases of plain stress, plain strain and axisymmetric
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structures under thermal-elastic-plastic deformations. The geometric nonlinearity is
considered by using the updated Lagrangian formulation. The deformation and rotation in
elastic-plastic analysis is considered by transforming the computed cauchy stress to
Jaumann stress rate using the corresponding spin rate tensor. The frontal solution
technique is used for solving linear set of simultaneous equations. The load-deformation
equilibrium conditions are obtained by using Modified-Riks Algorithm. The element in
the finite element model is considered as damaged, when the void volume fraction at the
gauss points of the elements reaches the final void volume fraction at rupture, i.e. 'ff\ For
integration of the elasto-plastic constitutive equations for the pressure dependent Gurson-
Tvergaard yiefd model, the generalised mid-point algorithm formulated by Zhang12 has
been used. By linearization of the of the algorithms, decomposition of the stresses into
hydrostatic and .deviatoric parts, and decomposition of plastic strain increment into
volumetric and deviatoric parts at solution step 'n+T (i.e.,

2

Aer =Ae[! +&€?>

Where 'P' is the first stress invariant, 'q' is the second stress invariant, 'nn+f is the unit
vector in the deviatoric space normal to the yield surface, S is the deviatoric stress, Aev

P

and Asp are the volumetric and deviatoric parts of plastic strain increment respectively),
a formula for explicitly calculating the consistent tangent moduli for mid-point
algorithms has been given by Zhang1 . We have implemented this algorithm in our code
and it has been used to solve the problems with Euler's parameter ' a = l \ i.e. Euler's
backward algorithm. This method helps in removing the difficulty of convergence when
the value of void volume fraction in a gauss point proceed towards ff due to evolution of
damage. The significant advantage of this methodology is that no matrix inversion is
required in the consistent tangent moduli expression. The explicit expression of
consistent tangent moduli at end of the solution step tn+i based on Zhang and Niemi's12

seven constant formula is given as:

V os ) n + l

Where the seven constants are given by:

+ j ) + j

l + 3GaAs/q 3 q
9n+a

03GaAsq/qn 3 qn qn

A 0 2 ] , s 0 n , d b = - d 0 K D l 3

Where 'G' is the shear modulus of elasticity, 'K' is the bulk modulus, 'Aeq' is deviatoric
part of strain increment, DJI, D12, D13, D21, D22, and D23 are the constants whose
expressions are given in Ref.12. Readers are referred to Zhang and Niemi et. al12 for
details of the derivation.

5. SELECTION OF GURSON PARAMETERS
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The Gurson parameters which are required in this analysis are, initial void volume
fraction %', critical void volume fraction at coalescence 'fc\ final void volume fraction
'ff', Void volume fraction at saturated nucleation 'fn\ mean value of strain for nucleation
'sn ' (for strain controlled nucleation), Standard deviation of strain for nucleation ' s n \ qi,
q2, q3, critical length parameter 'lc ' (required for analysis of cracked specimens), Ultimate
modified void volume fraction at fracture 'fu*' respectively. The values of fo, fn, en, and sn

for this material are taken from Ref.5. The parameters fc and ff are determined from
comparison of point of sudden drop of experimental load-AD curves of notched tensile
specimens with numerical simulation curves. The value of lc is determined by analyzing a
CT specimen and comparing the simulated JR curve with the experimental curve. The
value of fu* is taken as 0.85/qi. The factor 0.85 is multiplied in order to avoid the
convergence problem in the solution process when f approaches ff. The values of qi, q2,
and q3 are assumed as 1.5, 1.0, and 2.25 respectively. The values of other Gurson
parameters are given as:

fo= 0.0025, fn=0.02,6n=0.3, sn=0.1, fc=0.021, fr =0.19, lc=0.1 lmm.

6. ANALYSIS OF NOTCHED TENSILE SPECIMENS

In order to determine the critical void volume fraction at coalescence %', two notched
tensile bars were analyzed by the code MADAM. This has been a widely used practice
for determination of fc. The reason for using simple tensile specimens is that, axi-
symmetric problems can be simulated exactly by two-dimensional FE models with very
less computational time. Also, the stress distributions at the cross-section of these type of
specimens are so homogeneous that the critical value fc can be evaluated without
accounting for a critical distance parameter lc (which is related to the size of mesh that
should be taken at the crack-tip in order to model the damage of cracked specimens with
these type of models). So the size of mesh is not very much important for determining fc
from notched tensile specimens. It has also been observed that fc does not depend upon
the notch root radius of different notched tensile specimens. The specimens analyzed
have a net diameter of 10mm and a cross-section diameter of 18mm. The notch diameters
of the specimens are 4mm and 10mm respectively. The sketches of the specimens and
their FE meshes are shown in Fig.2 and 3 respectively. The experimental data of these
specimens for the material StE460 were taken from Ref:6. The parameters fc and ff were
calibrated using the sudden drop of the load-diametral contraction (AD) curves for both
the specimens. The point of sudden drop of the load-AD curve is mainly influenced by fc.
By comparing the experimental load-diametral contraction (AD) curve with the numerical
simulation curve of both the specimens (Fig.4 and 5), the value of %' was found out to
be 0.021 for this material.

7. ANALYSIS OF COMPACT TENSION (CT) SPECIMEN

To relate the micro-mechanical model to macroscopic failure concepts, all the parameters
which has been used in the numerical simulation of notched tensile specimens were also
applied to the analysis of the 20% side grooved CT specimen. The CT specimen
dimensions are in accordance with the ASTM standard. The finite element mesh of the
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CT specimen is shown in Fig.6. The FE analysis has been done using plain strain
formulations. The damage parameters have been assigned to the row of elements in the
crack plane only as the crack propagation is mainly restricted to this direction. The
unknown critical length parameter 'lc ' was determined by matching the numerically
simulated JR curve of the CT specimen with the experimental curve (shown in Fig.8). The
experimental JR curve of CT specimen for this material were adapted from Ref:6. In
numerical simulation, the amount of crack growth was calculated from counting of the
number of elements ahead of crack tip which were completely damaged and then adding
their corresponding dimensions along the crack propagation direction. The values of J-
integral at each load step was calculated by integration of the load-displacement curve of
the specimen and use of suitable geometry factor 'rf in the formula for J-integral. The
details of calculation of JR curves for all the cracked specimens are given in Appendix.
The load vs load point displacement curves of the CT specimen from both experiment
and numerical simulation also match satisfactorily with each other within the scatter band
of experimental results (Fig.7). From this analysis of the CT specimen, the critical length
parameter lc was found out \o be 0.1 lmm for this material.

8. APPLICATION TO OTHER CRACKED SPECIMENS

A number of cracked specimens of different geometries were analyzed in order to
evaluate the relative differences of the predicted J-resistance behaviour that might be
correlated to the differences in the in-plane constraint. The specimens those are analyzed
are MT, SENT, DENT, and SENB respectively. Their dimensions are given in Fig,9 In
the analysis, the FE mesh at the crack tip region and the Gurson's parameters for different
specimens were kept same as that of the CT specimen. For analysis of all the specimens,
plain strain condition has been assumed. The crack growth has been calculated in the
same way as that of CT specimen and the corresponding J-integral has been calculated
according to procedure given in Appendix. The experimental JR curves for SENB and
MT specimens for this material are adapted from Ref.6. Fig.9 and 10 show the
comparison between the numerical simulation and experimental JR curves for these
specimens. The experimental JR curves of the other two specimens (i.e. SENT and
DENT) are not available. So, only the predicted curves are shown in Fig. 11. Fig. 11 also
shows the JR curves of all the five cracked specimens. It is observed that, CT specimen
has the lowest JR curve, which reflects the highest level of constraint in the specimen
geometry. Though the initial portion of JR curve of the SENB specimen has been slightly
overestimated, the later part matches very well with experimental values. The slope of the
JR curve in the later part is nearly same as that of the CT specimen, which indicates that
the crack resistances of both the geometries are same. It is because the CT specimen is
mainly loaded in bending. For the specimens where the tension load is dominating (i.e.
MT, SENT and DENT), the slopes of the JR curves are large which implies that the
resistance to crack growth increases with increasing ratio of tension to bending load.
Though the slopes of MT and DENT specimens are high, the JR curves lie below that of
SENB specimen. It may be due to the fact that the geometry factor 'rf used for
calculation of J-integral for these specimens are low (i.e. 1.0 and 0.7 respectively). It is
seen in the literatures that the value of 'rf is 1.0 for pure tension and 2.0 for pure
bending. Though the SENT specimen is loaded mainly in tension, the value of 'rj' used is
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2.39 (adapted from Ref:13) which may not be the true value. Hence, though the load
deflection curves of SENT and MT specimens are nearly same, the JR curve of the SENT
specimen is very steep compared to that of MT specimen which is against intuition. In
literatures, it is seen that, the JR curve of SENT specimen should be nearly same as that of
MT specimen if the pure tension loading condition in SENT specimen is properly
modelled. The value of rj factor may have been responsible for this. So, in order to get rid
of the uncertainty in the values of r\ factor for different specimens, the calculation of J-
integral by other methods (e.g. virtual crack extension method, path integral or domain
integral method) may be attempted. Overall, it is seen that the variation of JR curves
obtained for the same material for the different specimen geometries can be attributed to
the differences in the state of stress at the crack front.

9. CONCLUSION

The process of ductile fracture of steels is best modeled by damage mechanics
formulations. The Gurson-Tvergaard-Needleman model simulates the void nucleation,
growth and coalescence by introducing the void volume fraction into the constitutive
equations. As the micro-mechanical process of ductile rupture is simulated, the material
parameters of this model become independent of geometry of specimens and loading
type. These parameters are usually determined by a hybrid concept of metallographic
study, tensile testing and numerical simulation. The critical void coalescence parameter is
determined by fitting numerical simulation data of smooth and notched tensile specimens
with experimental data. The critical length parameter is determined by matching
numerical initiation fracture toughness value of a cracked specimen with the
experimental value.

In the present work, an attempt has been made to predict JR curves of cracked specimens
of different geometry using the same set of parameters as determined from simple tensile
tests. The numerical results have been compared with available experimental results for
CT, SENB and MT specimens. It is seen that the numerical simulation results match
satisfactorily with the experimental results within the experimental scatter. So, it can be
concluded that the modified Gurson model is very well suited for simulation of ductile
tearing in ferritic steels. Then, the same set of parameters has been applied to predict the
JR curves of cracked specimens of different geometries. It is observed that the slope of the
JR curves increase with the increasing ratio of tension to bending load. The future
prospect of this work is to extend this model for analysis of ductile tearing of primary
heat transport system piping material (base as well as weld) of Indian pressurised heavy
water reactor (i.e. determination of the damage parameters and its application to actual
components).
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APPENDIX

CALCULATION OF JR CURVES OF DIFFERENT CRACKED SPECIMENS

J-integral can be defined as the quantity which represents the rate of energy release with
respect to the growing crack surface. According to sumpter and turner14, the J-integral
can be divided into an elastic and a plastic part, i.e. Jei and Jpi whose expressions are
given by,

J=,

Where K is the elastic stress intensity factor, v is the poison's ratio, E is young's modulus
of elasticity, Anet is the net cross-sectional area of the specimen that carries load, Uei and
Upi are the elastic and plastic part of the load-deflection curve (which is equal to total
external work done) as shown in Figure below. As UC| is very small copared to Upi, the J-
integral can be approximated to Jo=Tlpi.lWAnet, where Jo is the J-integral not corrected
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for the changed crack length due to crack growth and Utot=Uei+Up|. The expression for J-
integral for different specimens are given above in Eq-1. Where J is the corrected value
of Jo for the change in crack length due to crack propagation. The values of r| and y for
different specimens are given below.

CT specimen

TI=2+0.522.(1-ao/W) andy =(0.75/n-l)
(According to ASTM El 152)
For ao/W=O.59, n=2.3 and y= 0.725.

SENB specimen
T]=2.0 for a/W>0.282 (Ref:l3) and y=l .0.

MT specimen
r|=1.0(Ref:l3)andy=1.0.

DENT specimen
t|=l/(2-ao/W) (Ref:13), y=1.0. For ao/W=O.59, n=0.7092

SENT specimen
r\= -Xi/X2 (Ref:13), y=l .0 where

X. =-2.0246+ 0.7889| ^ - | + 3.8493| — | -2.6229| ^ ]

[wj [fv) [w)
X2 =1.0028-1.02181 ^ . )-0.6279| ^ 1 +0.6557|^-|

[w] [w) (w)
For ao/W=0.59, TI=2.398.

Load (F)

Displacement (A)
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Fig. 3a: Finite element mesh of the notched
the notched tensile specimen with r=4mra.

Fig.3b: Finite element mesh of
tensile specimen with r=10mm.
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Enlarged figure of crack tip mesh
(shown below)
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Fig. 6: Finite Element Mesh of the Compact Tension C(T) Specimen which has been
used in the FEM modelling. The Same mesh at the crack tip has also been
used for modelling other fracture mechanics specimens as described in this
section.
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SECTION-V

MODELLING OF CLEAVAGE FRACTURE BY LOCAL
APPROACH (BEREMIN'S MODEL)

ABSTRACT: Cleavage fracture in ferritic steels usually occurs by unstable micro-cracks
initiated at brittle second phase inclusions. Due to the scatter in such factors such as size,
orientation and shape of such inclusions, and the non-uniform stress field around a loaded
crack tip, the event of cleavage fracture has a statistical nature. To predict the cleavage
fracture initiation, the Beremin's model of cleavage fracture based on weakest link theory
and incorporating two parameter weibull statistics was used in this study. The aim of this
work is to determine the two critical weibull parameters of the model from the
experimental results a number of notched tensile specimens tested at very low
temperatures. The maximum likelihood method was used to determine the parameters.
The material studied was a German steel (22NiMoCr3 7). The parameters were
determined by ranking the specimens by two ways, i.e. by respective fracture loads and
fracture diametral contraction of the specimens. It was observed that there is large
difference between the values of parameters determined by both the methods. But the
values of parameters determined with load as ranking parameter and also taking into
account the variation of individual experimental load-deflection curves of different
specimens seems to be correct, since this procedure takes care of the scatter of both
initiation of cleavage fracture point and load-deformation path in the analysis.

1. INTRODUCTION

As part of the design of the pressure vessels of Light water reactors (LWR), Pressurised
water reactors (PWR), and Boiling water reactors (BWR) etc, due consideration should
be given to the possibility of fast fracture under normal and accident conditions. During
the reactor life, low alloy carbon steel which is generally used in the fabrication of
pressure vessel material, tends to become brittle under the effect of neutron irradiation.
This material embrittlement taken together with the hypothesis of an accident such as the
loss of coolant accident (LOCA) may bring the material into the ductile-brittle transition
domain, which is characterised by low-energy fracturing. Operation in this transition
range is usually justified by resilience (impact/toughness) tests, which measure the
energy liberated in the fracture of a normalized specimen. Previously, there was no
impact testing requirement by ASME codes for this class of nuclear steels. Designers also
did not specify the same considering that the system operates at high temperature and the
steels, which are generally applicable to high temperature services, did not call for impact
testing. However, due to the advance in the knowledge of fracture mechanics design, the
present ASME, Section-Ill code calls for design analysis to protect against brittle fracture
and also specifies fracture toughness requirement for materials. In such tests, irradiation
embrittlement is manifested by an increase in the ductile-brittle transition temperature.
The reactor core reflooding, in the event of a LOCA, lowers the temperature of the core.
As a result the temperature of the pressure vessel gets lowered and falls in the ductile-
brittle transition domain.
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Cleavage fracture and ductile tearing are two competing mechanisms in the ductile-brittle
transition regime of ferritic steels. In this regime, a ferritic steel structure can withstand
significant amounts of ductile tearing without substantial loss of its load bearing capacity.
However, many experiments show that stable crack growth by ductile tearing eventually
gives way to catastrophic cleavage fracture. The latter appears to be the critical failure
mechanism limiting the load bearing capacity of the structure. Hence, there is great
interest in a predictive model for cleavage fracture. Experimental data on cleavage
fracture tend to be highly scattered. Two reasons have been offered for the large
variations in measured cleavage fracture toughness at a given temperature within the
transition region. First, cleavage fracture toughness in the transition region is controlled
in large part by statistical sampling of a critical cleavage crack nucleus. Second, the level
of stress triaxiality ahead of the crack tip is a strong function of the geometry of the crack
and the amount of, crack growth. Therefore the population of eligible particles for
cleavage fracture depends implicitly on crack geometry and this population changes as
the crack grows because of alterations in stress triaxiality.

The important role of carbides in cleavage fracture has been well established by
numerous studies. The transgranular cleavage fracture in ferritic steels is attributed to
slip-induced cracking of carbide particles located on grain boundaries and the dynamic
propagation of such cracks into the surrounding ferrite matrix. Ritchie et al.(1973)'
proposed that this event can be related to the local tensile stress exceeding the critical
fracture stress over a characteristics distance ahead of the crack tip. The characteristics
length in question has been interpreted by weakest link statistical strength considerations
related to the carbide size and spacing distributions and by taking into account that
carbides are embedded in stress fields exhibiting high stress gradients. Many investgators
i.e. Evans (1983)2, Lin et al.(1986)\ Mudry (1987)4 etc. have made attempts to predict
the effect of carbide size and spacing distribution and grain size on cleavage fracture
toughness Kc. Wallin (1993)5 and koers et al.(1994)6 have also considered the constraint
effects on cleavage fracture. These studies have provided valuable insights into the role
of microstructure and constraint on cleavage fracture toughness. Building upon the above
studies, Xia and Shih (1996)7 have proposed a cleavage fracture model for the transition
regime which takes into account prior stable ductile crack growth. This approach differs
from previous analyses in several important ways. They recognise the fact that cleavage
fracture in the ductile-brittle transition is usually preceded by ductile tearing and that the
amount of tearing strongly depends on microstructure and crack tip constraint. Since
ductile tearing is the precursor of cleavage fracture and both mechanisms are unceasingly
in competition, the success of the predictive approach relies upon accurate modelling of
the process of ductile crack growth. The probabilistic treatment for the transition to
catastrophic cleavage fracture is phrased in terms of the weibull stress, crw, attaining
measurable material specific values. Xia et al.(1997)8 have analysed three different
specimen geometries (TPB, DENT, CCP Specimens) by applying the weibull model and
by considering the effect of ductile crack growth (ductile tearing was modelled by using
Gurson-Tvergaard's model). This approach was also used by Xia and Shih (1996)7 in
order to numerically predict the experimental trends in the transition regime.
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The aim of this study is to determine the two critical weibull parameters for the weibull
model from analysis of notched tensile specimens at low temperature. Experiments on
notched tensile specimens at -180°c were conducted at GKSS, Germany9. The
experimental data was supplied to us as a part of Round Robin exercise on micro-
mechanical models by European Structural Integrity Society (ESIS), TC-8. A post-
processor program BEREMIN based on Beremin's model has been written for this
purpose. This program uses the results of finite element analysis of notched tensile
specimens by an in-house code THESIS. In this work, we have analysed the specimens
assuming that there is no ductile crack growth because of very low temperature of the
tests. So Gurson's model for ductile crack growth analysis is not used. However, for
application of these parameters in the transition region of a material, both ductile fracture
and brittle fracture models should be applied. There are two parts of the work. In the first
part (Part-I), seven notched tensile specimens were analysed with the help of a
representative material strain-strain curve as input. In the second part (Part-II), all the 32
specimens (whose experiments were done9) were analysed with different material stress-
strain curves. These are adjusted in such a way that the numerical load-displacement
curves match exactly with experimental curves. This is done in order to take into account
the effect of scatter in the load-deformation paths of the different specimens. In Part-I, the
analysis was done taking both load and diametral contraction (AD) at point of fracture as
the parameter for ranking the specimens for their failure probabilities. The value of the
shape parameter 'm' and scaling parameter 'au ' was determined by maximum likelihood
method. The result was also compared with the corresponding results of m=22 which is
generally used for many materials. It was observed that the results, with AD as ranking
parameter, give a high value of 'm' compared to that with load as ranking parameter in
part-I. However, the parameters determined from analysis of entire set of specimens in
Part-II does not depend upon load or AD ranking as the specimens are ranked according
to the value of crw computed for each of the specimens.

2. Local Approach to Cleavage fracture

Based on the weakest link assumption10 and Weibull statistics, Beremin" has developed
a model for analysis of brittle fracture process by local approach. The two parameters of
the model are material properties and can be determined from notched tensile tests at low
temperatures and their finite element analysis. Once these parameters are determined,
these can be used to predict cleavage fracture initiation in a component. The fracture
probability of the structure follows a two parameter distribution function.

°u
-0)

Where CTU is the scaling parameter which describes the point of the distribution function
on the stress axis at ln(l/(l-Pf))=0 or Pf=0.632, i.e. 63,2 % failure probability and 'm' is
the Weibull exponent or Webull modulus or the shape parameter which describes the
scatter of the distribution. The Weibull stress, aw, is defined by a summation of the
maximum principal stress, cxi, i.e.
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Since plastic deformations are a prerequisite for cleavage fracture, the summation is
taken over the plastically deformed part of the volume only, i.e. the npi elements which
have already experienced plastic deformations. The Weibull parameter au depends on the
choice of reference volume Vo, the value of which is taken as 0.001 mm3 here. The
details of the derivation of Beremin's model is given in Appendix-Al.

3. Material

The material studied here is a German nuclear pressure vessel ferritic steel
(22NiMoCr37). The details of composition are given in Ref.1 . The other material
properties are given below9 for temperature of-150°C:
Young's modulus of elasticity (E)=213,000 MPa, Poisson's ratio V=0.3. The true stress
vs true strain curve of the steel at this temperature are shown in Fig.7. The equation of
true stress-true strain curve is given by, In a= 0.16824 Ins + 7.206 for e >0.03 where a is
in MPa.

4. Experimental data Of Notched tensile Specimens

The notched tensile tests at -150°C were carried out at GKSS Institute for material
research, Germany9. The data were available to us as a part of Round Robin exercise. 32
number of specimens were tested in total. The specimens were machined from a forged
ring segment. The sketch of the position of the specimens is shown in Fig.l. The
specimens were identified by their respective numbers in their load-deflection curves.
The dimensions of the specimens are outlined in Fig.2. The specimens were subjected to
a quasi-static displacement controlled loading in axial direction. The loading rate was
0.2mm/min. All specimens failed by unstable fracture and the fracture surfaces show pure
cleavage facets. The load vs reduction of diameter curves (AD) of the specimens upto the
point of fracture are given in Fig.3 and 4. AD was measured at the notch root area. The
Load and reduction of diameter curves (AD) data for all the specimens at the onset of
cleavage fracture is given in Table-1.

5. Finite Element Analysis

The notched tensile specimens have been numerically analysed in order to determine the
two critical parameters for cleavage fracture at low temperature. The analysis has been
done using an in-house code THESIS along with a post-processing program for
Beremin's model. Eight-noded isoparametric quadratic elements with reduced integration
have been used in the analysis. The total number of elements and nodes used in the mesh
are 300 and 979 respectively. Since geometry and loading are axisymmetric and
symmetric to the line bisecting the length, only axisymmetric quarter section has been
modeled (Fig.5). The finite element used is shown in Fig.6. The element size at the notch
root is 0.16mm X 0.1 lmm. This size relates to reference volume 'Vo' which is taken as
0.001mm in this analysis which is of the same order as the dimensions of micro-
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structural features such as size of ferrite grains in the material. Loading is applied as
homogeneously prescribed displacements in axial direction at the top edge of the model.
A large strain analysis based on updated Lagrangian-Jaumann formulation has been used
in the code.

The task has been divided into two parts, i.e. part-I and part-II. Part-I is concerned with
the application of Beremin's model to a set of seven number of specimens which have
been taken out of a limited region of the material block (layer-4) and which show a nearly
identical load deformation behaviour upto the respective failure point. Hence, these
specimens have been analysed with one representative true stress-strain curve (Fig. 7) as
input into the analysis. The specimens have been ranked according to both load and AD at
fracture points. In part-II, the entired set of experimental results (32 specimens) have
been used. All the specimens have been analysed separately with separate true stress-
strain curves in order to match the numerical load- AD curves with experimental ones.
The numerical load- AD curve of the notched tensile specimen determined with the
representative material stress-strain curve is compared with the corresponding
experimental curve of one of the specimen, e.g. specimen No.34 and it is shown in Fig.8.

6. Calculation of WeibuII stress and determination of Weibull parameters

Part-I: (Analysis of seven specimens taken from same region)

A conventional elasto-plastic analysis based on the theory of von Mises with associated
Prandtl-Reuss flow rule has been used. The failure probability is described by means of a
Weibull statistics as shown in Eq"-1. The Weibull stress 'oVhas been calculated in a
post-processor program according to Eqn-2. The summation in this equation has been
performed over the Gauss points of an element after putting the maximum principal stress
to the power 'm' (initially assumed value). aw has been calculated for every specimen,
i.e. upto the time step which corresponds to the fracture event of the respective specimen.
The correlation between the experimental fracture event and the time step in the finite
element (FE) analysis has to be realised with a monotonically increasing ranking
parameter. Both fracture load and AD at the point of fracture of each specimen has been
taken as ranking parameter for ranking the fractured specimens in part-I, whereas value
of aw determined for each specimen by getting detailed matching of their load- AD
curves has been used for ranking in Part-II. It has been observed that ranking in part-II is
same as ranking with fracture load. If N specimens have been tested, the relative fracture
probability is given by hj=(j-0.5)/N. This probability is assigned to the j t h rank in an
ascending sequenced sample of N specimens. The parameters CTU and m in Eqn-1 are to be
determined, so that the values of Pf fit to the experimental h, values best. Since aw is
dependent on m, an iterative procedure is necessary to determine au and m. They have
been estimated using maximum likelihood method1314, the details of which are given in
Appendix-A2. An initial value" of m=22 has been used at the start of iteration. If the
calculated value of m deviates from that used in the previous iteration, the procedure is
repeated until the difference of two iteration steps, Am, is less than 0.01. The data of crw
vs Pf of the weibull function has been plotted alongwith the experimental Probabilities h,
in Fig.9 which shows the extent to which the data points follow Weibull distribution. The
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same has been plotted in log scale with yj=ln ln(l/(l-h,)) and x,=ln CTW
0) in Fig. 10. Fig.l 1

shows the extent to which the experimental data points follow Weibull statistics for an
assumed value of m=22 for most of the materials.

Since the estimation is only based on a sample of finite size N, the parameters of the
entire population of all possible specimens from the material cannot be determined
exactly9 Only confidence intervals can be evaluated. A confidence level, (1-cc), has been
introduced, which is the required probability that'any one estimate will fall within the
confidence interval. If the results of the parameter estimation procedure are called cxuo and
mo, and (1-a) is the desired confidence level, the following statement about m and cu can
be made:

and

exP - — U au^I ) mo

with a probability of at least (1-a). 100%. The numbers 1|, Iu, t|, and tu are numbers which
depend upon N and a. They are taken from Ref.9. There is also another method to find
true value of 'm'. When going from sample to entire population, the parameter 'm' has to
be corrected for bias. It is denoted by 'mcor' where mcorrao-b. The value of *b' depends
only on N. It has been taken from Ref.9. This bias correction is important when the
Weibull parameters will be applied to predict cleavage fracture initiation in other
specimens or structures.

Part-II: (Analysis of whole set of specimens taken from different regions of the material)

For the application of Beremin's model to all the specimens of the same material which
show varying load-deformation behaviour, the stress distributions of all specimens at the
moment of cleavage fracture initiation have to be determined. As there is a scatter in the
load-deformation curves, a single FE simulation will not be able to evaluate the actual
stresses in the specimens properly. So, it is necessary to model every specimen with a
respective FE calculation. The objective of this part is to use the Beremin's model in
cases where both the load-deformation paths due to varying flow behaviour and the onset
of cleavage fracture are subject to scatter. The idea used for this purpose is given below.

Assuming that ow is mainly determined by the load ' F \ 'F' can be taken as a ranking
parameter, neglecting that the condition for its monotbnic increase for any specimen may
not be fulfilled. As the material of the specimen, which shows the highest fracture load, is
characterised by a stress-strain curve which is different from that of the representative
stress-strain curve given in Fig.7 , we have scaled the stress-strain curve in an appropriate
way, so that the test with the highest fracture load can be modelled. For this purpose, we
have kept the hardening exponent (d lna/d lne) same and have only varied the yield stress.
Then we have assigned the stresses which we have calculated for each specimen in the
simulation upto the respective fracture loads of the specimens for calculating the values of aw.
The rest of the procedure is same as that of part-I.
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7. Results

Part-I: (Analysis of seven specimens taken from same region)

6.1 Results with AD at fracture as the ranking parameter

Table. 2: Results of Part-I: Local quantities in the. centre element and in the notch root
element, averaged over the Gauss points; accumulated plastic strain, sp, and first
principal stress, oy. At different steps. The steps "Dfi" corresponds to the experimental
fracture point of the specimen marked as 7' in the experiment,

Step
designation

"Df4"
"Dfl6"
"DflO"
"Df25"
"DOT
"Df28"
"DO4"

Prescribed
displacement

Uz [mm]
0.1
0.2
0.3

0.122045
0.13945
0.140915
0.14165
0.15313
0.1704

0.17271

In the centre element
averaged over the Gauss

points
ep

[-1

0.004752
0.04404
0.08761

0.0122045
0.01935
0.01996
0.02026
0.025185
0.03221
0.03312

[MPa]

1438.4173
1708.925
1863.9299

1573.401
1624.905
1627.74
1628.12
1641.823
1661.653
1664.923

In the notch root element
averaged over the gauss

pionts
eP

[-]

0.0663399
0.18367
0.30414

0.09148
0.11187
0.11348
0.11440

0.127965
0.14828

0.151073

[MPa]

1004.0796
1175.1

1252.879

1055.577
1080.329
1086.5
1092.2

1109.569
1140.52
1143.757

6.1.1 Result of determination of au with given m-22, V0=0.001 mm3

au = 2534.2814 Mpa
bias correction : 0.792 ( for N=7)
Hence % = 17.424
90% confidence intervals (N=7, a=0.1):
li= 2.183 , lu= 0.709 , t|= 0.829 ,tu= -0.874.
10.07787 S m < 31.02962 , 2440.56192 Mpa < CTU <
The graph of CTW VS Pf(crw) of Weibull statistics
experimental probabilities.

2636.9881 Mpa
is shown in Fig. 11 alongwith

6.1.2 Result of WEIBULL parameter estimation procedure (Maximum likelihood
method is used with V0=0.001 mm3)i
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m = 68.15 , au = 1859.9793 Mpa
bias correction : 0.792 (for N=7)
Hence mcor= 53.9748
90% confidence intervals (N=7, a=0.1):
li= 2.183 , lu= 0.709 , t,= 0.829 ,tu= -0.874.
31.2989 < m < 96.3688, 1837.153 Mpa < au < 1883.5193 Mpa
The graph of CTW VS PK<*W) of Weibull statistics is shown in Fig.9 for m=68.15.

Table. 3: Results ofpart-I: Global quantities: Prescribed displacement, Uz, reduction of
diameter, AD, reaction force, F, WEIBULL stress, crw, and failure probability, Pf, for
m=22, WEIBULL stress, <rw, and failure probability, Pf, for determined m.

Step
designation

Ct 1 V

"Pfl0%m22"
"PflO%"

"Df4"
"Dfl6"
"DflO"
"Df25"
"DOT
"Df28"
"Df34"

Prescribed
displacement
Uz (half of the

specimen)
[mm]
0.1
0.2
0.3

0.09556
0.12650
0.122045
0.139450
0.140915
0.14165
0.15313
0.1704

0.17271

Reduction
of

diameter
AD=2Ur

[mm]
0.1109199
0.37055
0.63820
0.10013
0.17850

L 0.167
0.212
0.216
0.218
0.248
0.293
0.299

Reaction
force F

[N]

58312.95
63066.35
63218.45
57858.80
60318.04
60037.11
61040.32
61116.23
61168.51
61690.21
62357.43
62416.97

m=22

[Mpa]

2288.1

2440.7
2500.8
2504.9
2506.2
2537.9
2585.9
2591.8

Pf(<*w)

[%]

10

35.399
52.604
53.863
54.432
64.382
78.933
80.612

m= 68.3255

[Mpa]

1799.2
1783.9
1832.6
1835.3
1836.2
1853.3
1881.9
1885.9

Pf(crw)
[%]

10
7.206
37.412
40.489
41.456
63.65
94.28
96.41

6.2 Results with load at fracture as the ranking parameter.

m= 4JL0 , ou = 1975.0 Mpa
bias correction : 0. 792 (for N= 7)
mcor= 38.016
90% confidence intervals (N=7, a=0.1):
\r 2.183 , lu= 0.709 , t|= 0.829 ,tu= -0.874.
21.988 < m < 67/7 , 1941.183 Mpa < cru < 2011.29 Mpa
The graph of ow vs Pf(aw) of Weibull statistics is shown in Fig. 12 alongwith
experimental probabilities.

Part-II :(Analysis of whole set of specimens taken from different regions of the material)
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6.3 Results of WEBULL parameter estimation procedure (Maximum likelihood method)
(V0=0.001 mm3):

m= 18.15 , <ru = 2872.5 Mpa
bias correction : 0.958 (for N=32)
mCOr= 17.3877
90% confidence intervals (N= 32, a=0.1):
li= 1.319, lu= 0.824, t,= 0.323, tu=-0.326.
13.76042 < m < 22.026699 , 2821.8327 Mpa < ou < 2924.5604 Mpa.
The graph of crw vs P((aw) of Weibull statistics is shown in Fig. 13 alongwith
experimental probabilities. Fig. 14 shows plots the information of Fig. 13 on log-log scale
in order to get better visualisation of the comparison between experimental and
numerically calculated probabilities.

8. Conclusion

The local approach proposed by Beremin for modeling the statistical behavoiur of
cleavage fracture of materials was used in this study. The two parameter weibull model
was used to define the probability of cleavage initiation. The material investigated was a
German nuclear pressure vessel steel (22niMoCr37). The notched tensile specimens were
taken from different positions of the material block. The experimental load-displacement
curve for the specimens having same configuration varied depending upon position of the
specimens in the material block. The notched tensile specimens were anlysed ith the help
of an in-house finite element code. The matching of numerical and experimental load-
displacement curves for each specimen was obtained by scaling the material true stress-
strain curve suitably in order to take into account the small difference in material
properties between specimens taken from different positions. But the difference in
fracture points are because of the fact that process of cleavage factor follows weibull
statistical distribution. The two weibull parameters 'irT and 'CTU' are material properties
and varies from material to material. Here, we have determined these two parameters by
maximum likelihood method so that the experimental probabilities are close to the
weibull probabilities. The parameters have been determined by taking both fracture load
and diametral contraction as the ranking parameter of the specimens. However, there is a
large variation between the values of parameters determined by the two methods. So,
there is an ambiguity in choosing the critical parameters. One of the reasons may be that,
it is the limitation of Weibull's two parameter theory which assumes that there is a
probability of micro-crack initiation in zone as soon as it yields plastically. There is no
concept of threshold stress 'cr,h' for brittle crack initiation. Hence, it assumes that there is
a finite probability of cleavage fracture in a material even at very high temperature,
which is not true. So, it is recommended that the three parameter model of Weibull's
statistics may be applied here to find the critical parameters. It has been observed from
the results that taking load as the fracture criteria gives better result compared to that with
diametral contraction. Hence, it may be concluded that cleavage fracture is mainly a load
controlled process. For determining the parameters of the Weibull model, the variation in
both the load-deformation behaviour as well cleavage fracture point of the notched tensile
specimens should be taken into account (as done in Part-II of the exercise). The
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parameters 'm' and '<V determined by this method are 18.15 and 2872.5 Mpa
respectively which may be taken as critical Weibull parameters for this material.
Applying them to predict cleavage fracture toughness of a cracked specimen (e.g.
Compact tension specimen) and comparing with the experimental results can do further
checking of these parameters.
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Appendix :A1

Beremin's model for Cleavage fracture

The cleavage fracture in a material usually originates from the microcracks which are
formed by different mechanisms. The microcracks are formed due to an inhomogeneous
distribution of plastic deformation within the grains. It is called slip initiated cleavage".
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In mild steels, the cracked grain boundary carbides also originate the microcracks. This
occurs when the stress normal to the planes of carbide particles is sufficiently high. This
critical stress, 0C, required for the separation of cleavage facets, can be related to the
length ' V of a microcrack by the equation".

Where E is Young's modulus of elasticity, v is the poisson's ratio, and 7 is the surface
energy. The length 'V is related to the dimensions of the relevant metallurgical features
associated with stable microcracks. In mild steel, the grain boundary carbide width is
considered as the relevant metallurgical length.

The probability of finding a microcrack of critical length is a function of the volume of
material involved. It is very difficult to find out this probability experimentally. In a
population of microcracks, the fracture will take place at the site of longest microcrack.
Therefore the knowledge of distribution of microcracks is required for the longer ones.
Let us assume that the stressed volume can be divided in smaller volumes Vo. This Vo
should be large enough to the extent that the probability of finding a microcrack of
reasonable length is not very small and the statistical independence of neighbouring
volumes can be assumed. In each volume, the probability of finding a crack of length
between lo and lo+ dlo can be written as":

'0

where a and p are material constants for a particular value of Vo. Hence in a given
volume where the stress level is a, the probability of failure is :

P(-o)= JP(lo)dlo =
if,

a

- P> " 15-5
a 1

if,

where lc
0 is given by equation [I] as:

2Ey

7C(1 — V JO

Putting equation (4) in equation (3), we get:

(A 1-3)

(AI-4)

P(o)= — (Al-5)

(p - l ) (2Ey) ( M

where m =2p~2 and a™ = VfT • CT" turns out to be a material constant

almost independent of temperature if it is assumed that y does not change with
temperature. The stressed region of the specimen is divided into n volumes of Vo. Each
volume, number i, subjected to a quasi-homogeneous stress state a*, where oi is the
maximum principal stress. This implies that the stress variation in Vo is small which is
reasonable if Vo is chosen small enough. For the notched tensile specimens, the failure
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probability of the volume number T will be P(a,)= (cjj/au)
m. The cumulative probability

of failure for the entire specimen (i.e. for volume number i=l,n ) is given by:

(Al-6)

(Al-7)

Since P(cr,) is small, it can be written as:

Failure Probability for Homogeneously stressed specimens:-

Assuming a constant stress a over the whole volume (i.e. for a homogeneously, stressed
specimen), this expression can be written as:

(A 1-8)

which is one form of the weibull expression. The average stress at rupture is given by:

1

m
(Al-9)

It is worth emphasizing that two parameters are required for the definition of the
probability of failure of the entire specimen, i.e. m and o"™V0. However, Vo must be of
the order of ten grains, i.e. small enough to neglect stress gradients in Vo and large
enough to assume statistical independence of the individual volumes Vo. If very small
stress gradients are piesent in the specimen, then Vo can be arbitrarily chosen. Usually Vo
is chosen as a cubic volume containing about 8 grains of the material, i.e. 50x50x50 u,m.
These small dimensions are adopted in relation to the mesh size used in the finite element
calculations.

Failure Probability for Non-homogeneously stressed specimens -

For non-homogeneously stressed specimens, the equation (7) is used for calculating
failure probability. Putting equation (5) in equation (7), we get:

:',rv.
1=1

a.

PR = 1 - exp (Al-10)

where Vt is the volume of the ith element experiencing the maximum stress o\ and ow is
called the "Weibull stress" and is defined as:

(Al-11)
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Appendix: A2

Maximum Likelihood method for determination of shape parameter 'm' and scaling
parameter 'CTU' (Weibull stress corresponding to 63.2% probability of failure).

In this approach, the values of the two parameters 'm' and 'au ' are sought which result in
a Weibull function which describes the experimental data that are most likely. The
probability that, for an estimated set of Weibull, parameters, the experimental results
would have occurred, should be maximised. This is equal to the probability that all 'an '
values occur simultaneously which is given by the product of all the fracture
probabilities13:
fN = f(oj). f(a2). f(CT3) f((Tn) f(cfN-i). f(cfN) • This is defined as the maximum
likelihood function FL which is given by14:

This function is to be maximised. To maximise the likelihood function 'FL' , the partial
derivatives w.r.t. m and <ru are set equal to zero. Since taking the derivatives of a sum is
easier than that of a product, the derivation is done on the logarithm of FL.

For deriving the expression of CTU, differentiate the function with respect to <ru and put it
to zero. It is given as:
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Again for deriving the expression for 'm', differentiate the function with respect to 'm'
and put the expression equal to zero. It is given as:

j j = o
dm

<] .lnKU
) [ )

N
= 0

Putting the expression for au from eqn. A2-1 in the above equation, we get:

N £
+ In a,.. /=!

Ik)m
(=1

(^2-2)

Equations A2-1 and A2-2 gives the expressions for determining au and m respectively.
Equation A2-2 has to be solved by an iterative process. Assume some initial value of 'm'
(say, 22) and solve for the new value of 'm' till the two solutions converge each other.
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Table-1: Load 'F ' and reduction of diameter 'AD' data of all the notched tensile
specimens at the onset of cleavage fracture.

Specimen
No.

1
2
3
4
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Load 'F '
inKN

58.42
58.79
59.00
60.18
60.06
60.50
60.59
61.08
61.06
61.46
60.66
58.69
60.88
60.94
63.45
64.00

Reduction in
diameter 'AD' in mir

0.189
0.221
0.223
0.167
0.221
0.208
0.228
0.216
0.277
0.257
0.242
0.149
0.232
0.212
0.428
0.398

Specimen
No.

19
20
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Load
'F ' in
KN

59.77
58.52
63.69
63.85
60.42
63.31
65.12
62.42
63.92
61.47
61.70
61.79
64.17
62.49
63.09
65.36

Reduction in
diameter 'AD' in mm

0.190
0.157
0.468
0.365
0.218
0.267
0.379
0.293
0.337
0.156
0.248
0.215
0.285
0.299
0.258
0.610
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Forged ring segment

Fig. 1: Plan of Specimen Locations.
(Specimens with numbers in brackets have not been tested)
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Fig. 2: Test Specimen: Notched round tensile bar (All the dimensions are in mm)
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Fig. 3: Experimental load vs reduction of diameter curves of the notched tensile specimens
upto their respective points of fracture (For specimens of layer "4" ).
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Fig. 4a: Experimental load vs reduction of diameter curves of the notched tensile
Specimens upto their respective points of fracture (Specimen No. 1 to 10).
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Fig. 4b: Experimental Load vs reduction of diameter curves
of the notched tensile specimens upto their respective
points of fracture (Specimen No. 11 to 18).
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Fig. 4c: Experimental load vs reduction of diameter curves of the notched tensile
Specimens upto their respective points of fracture (Specimen No. 19 to 28).
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Fig. 4d: Experimental load vs reduction of diameter curves of the notched tensile
Specimens upto their respective points of fracture (Specimen No. 29 to 36).
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Fig. 5: Axisymmetric quarter section of the specimen, co-ordinate system and
bonndary conditions. The thin lines the ontline the specimen, the thick lines show
the part of the specimen which is relevant to be modelled. All the dimensions are in
mm.
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Fig'6: s p e c i m e ° a n d "s e"lar8ed view
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Fig.7: True Stress vs true Strain curve of the material
of layer "4" of the ring.
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Fig. 8: Experimental and Numerical Load vs AD
curves of a notched tensile specimen
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Fig. 9: Fitting of Weibull statistics to Experimental data Points
for m=68.15
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Fig. 10 : Fitting of Weibull Statistics 16 Experiment
data points for m=68.15 on a Log-Log seal
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Fig. 11: Fitting of Weibull statistics to Experimental
data Points for m=22
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Fig. 12: Fitting of Weibull statistics to Experimental data Points
for m=48.0 (Taking Load as ranking parameter)
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Fig. 13: Fitting of Weibull statistics to Experimental
data Points for m-18.15
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